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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
il STATEMENT. OF THE PROBLEM.-- The problem is to construct a 
d ,, . [I ser1es ,, of exercises designed to improve senior high-school stu-
:I 
L dents' II 
H 
ability to understand the different ways in which words 
li I! 
I' ,I 
II 
li 
li 
il 
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i 
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I ,, 
i! are used. The 
,: exercises illustrate principles in general seman-1 
I 
I In constructing the exercises, the writer accepts the_ li tics. 
,r 
!I 
li definition of general semantics 
li ,,
'I 
II li cHrliy for General Semantics as, 
d 
given by the International So-
11 The study and improvement of 
ii human- evaluative processes with special emphasis on the rela-
]j 
!i tion to signs and symbols, including language. nl/ 
I 
I! 
!! 
I! 
ji 
I 
J! 
1, I' \l There has recently been an increasing interest in the study! 
j: !i ii of general semantics. Numerous events and situations in every- 1/ 
11- II 
'jj-day life have made some people aware that they fail to under- !i 
I ji I: stand each other, even when they are talking in the same lan- J! 
I, I, 
:, guage. and on the same subject. ~~~~~ 
li JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM.-- Language problems greatly li 
/! affect human adjustment. Such problems range from school room II 
il 1: 
IJ talk to international diplomacy. Since much of the confusion Ji 
II 11 Jl some students encounter in and out of school arises from a lack Jl 
li proceeA1• of understanding of words, high schools should no longer ~
'
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with a language program that does not include instruction in 
general semantics. There are times in conversation and reading 
when one does not 11 understand11 every single word_, yet the com-
mon sense or totality of what is being communicated is grasped. 
As DeBoer states, "Without instruction in semantics, at least 
on the consumer level,. the best student in English is in danger 
of becoming as much a victim as a master of his resources in 
language. ul/ The writer is well aware that these exercises, 
incidental teaching or even an introductory course in general 
semantics will not necessarily provide a panacea for senior 
high-school studentst misunderstanding of words. However, the 
exercises should prompt students to be less naively susceptible 
to the suggestiveness of language. 
At the present time there are a limited number of text- . 
•I 
books for teaching general semantics in the senior high-school..§./!! 
For this reason~ the writer feels that the series of exercises 
will help improve senior high~school studentst ability to under-
stand the different ways in which words are used. Three prin-
t
ciples indicating the way words affect thinking are considered 
n the exercises; abstracting, inference as distinguished from 
acts and judgments and either-or. Shifts of meaning, so vital 
ro understanding the flexibility of language, occur in all three 
principles. 
1/John J. DeBoer, et al, Teaching Secondary English, McGraw-Hill 
-Book Oo., New York, 1951~ p. 117. 
2/0atharine Minteer, Words and What They Do to You, Row, Peter-
~· son and Oo., White Plains, New York,. 1953. 
2 
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Ill 1'!1: EXPLANATIONS ..... -
! The need for abstraction: The process of abstrs;tcting, of ji 
I ,I 1 ~eaving characteristics out, is-an indispensable convenience, II 
according to Hayakawa. 1 / In other words, it is impossible to sa~ 
j completely what anything 11 really is, 11 nor can words say "all'' . I 
!about objects and events. Along the.same lines, LaBrant2/ state~ 
I that one symbol stands ~or many and varied ob j ect s. There are I 
!thousands of objects designed to be used as seats which go by the 
lname 11 chair. 11 According to Lee3/ "Whenever we respond we 'ab- I 
I 
lstract' some details from a total situation, so that some others 
!m~st be left out. Ever~ way of looking brings with it some area~ 
I of bli ndne 8 8. • • • J1ast as no map oan have in it 1 all' the f ea- I 
jtures of the territory it represents, so, too, no verbal utter- I 
II a.nce s can give 1 all 1 the characteristics or details of what ever I 
jit is used to represent." II 
1 II 
1 Facts,~ Inferences, and Judgments: Factual statements can II 
~~s: be verified. "Wet hands on a live wire cause shock.n lj 
!11Dri ving a vehicle without brakes is dangerous. 11 Inferences: 1 ; I 
lone infers on the basis of what is before him that there is 
1
1 
1 ·I !something else behind a statement or printed words: 11 Jane is a !I 
iSnob. n The speaker is making an inference on the basis of Jane 1 sl 
I . II 
1178. Ie Hayakawa, Language in Thought and Action, Harcourt Brace Ill: jand Co., New York, 1949, p. 168 .. 
~/L0u 1. LaBrant, We Teach English, Harcourt, Brace and Co., New II 
iYork, 1951, pp. 45-46. !; 
b /Irving J. Lee, Language Habits in Human Affair s, Harp e:r and 1'\.· 
IBrothers, New York, 1941, pp. 57-59. :
1 I h I, p 
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I 
I refusal to eat lunch with her co-workers or some other observ-
1 ab:J_e act. Judgments! Judgments are often in the form of pre- I· 
~iction or an obvious expression of an individual's personal 
feelings: 11 That is a pretty coat you are wearing." 
Either-or dhoioes: In the expression of feelings, either-
or-choices are almost unavoidable. Almost everyone who is try-
ing to promote a cause shows two-valued (either-or) thinking 
somewhere in the course of his speaking or writing. Hayakawa~/ 
explains that the tendency to see things in terms of two-values 
only, af~irmative and negative, good and bad, hot and cold, love 
and bate, may be termed two-valued orientation. 
Shifts of Meaning: No word has the same meaning twice, 
'once students grasp this idea as basic to understanding word 1 
meaning they should develop the habit of automatically examining! 
contexts. Even more important, students should accept recogni-
tion of change of context as necessary for interpretation of 
different incidents and events. 
The writer feels that it is important that high school stu- I 
any I \dents und~rstand that there is nothing 11 badll in the use of 
of the thr:-e-e principles and that one cannot always classify a I spe1 
Theil cifio statement as llinference," 11 two-valued thinking," etc. 
nature of changes in languages forbid any such strict adherence Ji 
to "rules. II The important. thing about the ThJrre:e principles is th~ 
li 
tare and understanding ~i th which they are used. It is equally 11 
I
'! important that high school students remember the tf:rr,e:a principles II 
I ~ li [lgs. I. Hayakawa, £12.· oit., pp. 221-222. !I 
II 
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II 
[i no~ b¥ definition per se, but think: of them .as a series of ment~ 
! 
and verbal habits which axe aimed towaxd clear understanding in 1 
I !communication. 1 
1· . SOURCE OF THE PROBLEM.-- The problem was suggested by ob- ,I 
servation of the lack of specific mate~ial for teaching gener~l r 
!semantics at the senior high school level. Further interest was 
created by the Warren_English conference held at Boston Univer- i! 
lsity on December 4, 1954. Although the major emphasis at that 1 
i conference was on "Teaching Listening, u the same principles ,! 
joould be applied to reading. By noticing the emphasis on pur- j 
·lposive listening, accurate listening, critical listening, and j1 
I 'I jappreciative listening, the writer arrived at the conclusion II 
!that considerable training should be done With senior high I 
j school students on these .levels. One is led to believe that if I 
high school students are exposed and guided through these t'h:J?<.ee ,j 
1
1,_evels, more critical evaluation of what is read and heard wouldll 
ftak:e place. I 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
The study of general semantics has increased considerably 
uring the past twenty years, primarily through the work of the 
Count Alfred Korzybski.l/ Prior to the publication of his 
Science and Sanity, Ogden and Richards'~/ The Meaning of 
eanin made semantic history. General semantics has received 
~~ttention. from an educational point of view since 1938 by such 
ben as Stuart Ohase, 3 / S. I. Hayakawa, 4/ Irving J. Lee,£/ Hugh 
I alpole,6/·wendell Johnson,1./ and Antol Rape.port • ..§./ Despite the 
'andmarks made by these men and others, the actual teaching of 
keneral semantics principles has not received a definite place i~ 
I . 
1!!:./A]fi'ed Korzybski, Science and Sanity: An Introduction to Non-
~ristotelian Systems and General Semantics, Science Press Print-
ling Co., Lancaster, Pa., 1933. 
~/c. K. Ogden & I. A. Richards, The Meaning of Meaning, Harcourt, 
[race and Oo., New York, 1923. 
~/Stuart-Chase, The Tyranny of Words, Harcourt, Brace and Co., 
rew York, 1938. ~/S. I. Hayakawa, Language in Thought and Action, llarcoUTt, Brace 
and Oo., New York, 1949. ~/Irving J. Lee, Language Habits in Human Affairs! An Introduc-
~ion to General Semantics, Harper and Brothers, New York, 1941. 
~/Hugh R. Walpole, Semantics, w. W. Norton, Inc., New York, 1941. 
il 
w/wendell Johnson, 
idjustment, Harper 
~/Anatol Rapaport, Science and the Goals of Man: A Study in Se-
mantic Orientation, Harper and Brothers, New York, 1950. 
l 
6 
v 
rhe high school classroom.· Many students are not introduced to 
keneral semantics in the secondary s9hool. ~he greates-:1; sources 
bf difficulties along this line are the questions of how and I . . 
~here the teaching of semantic principles can fit into the 
lblassroom • 
. Glicksbergl/, who has taught general seman-tics in high school 
for a number of years, states: 
"Numerous attempts have already been made to apply 
general semantics in the field of English Education. 
The central difficulty facing the teacher is that se-
mantics is no 1 subject 1 to be taught along traditional 
lines. General semantics cannot be studied by the con-
venient method of reading a book and memorizing the 
contents. If unconscious habits and attitudes are to 
be brought under the conscious control, the educator 
must go far deeper than the verbal level. The nervous 
system must be trained anew -- by no means an easy 
thing to do. The rest depends on the effort of the 
student. n 
Among the outstanding books that have discussed general se-
~antics in the classroom is Teaching Secondary English.~/ The 
[~unththores of this book advocate the teaching of general semantics classroom not as a separate unit, but in close correlation ith the reading of literature, composition, discussi®n of cur-~ent events, and the study of mass media of communication. One 
ran easily see the reason for such a plan because general seman-
~ics covers practically every phase of language. 
O../Oharles I. Glicksberg, 11 Methodology in Semantics as Applied to 
fnglish, 11 School Review, Volume XLIII, (Nov. 1945), p. 545 .. 
l/John DeBoer, et al, Teaching Secondary English, McGraw-Hill 
Book Oo., New York, 1951, pp. 117-118. 
'7 
Again worthy comments on this subject.have been given bY. 
Glicksberg.l/ He E?tates that whethe:r or .not gene:ral semantics i~ 
~ormally inco:rporated into the body Qf. the established cu:r:ricu-
~um., no teache:r of English can do his job fo:r anylength of time 
Lithout encounte:ring questions and quandaries that call :f;o:r the r 
lpplication of semantic methods •. He illustrates one teaching 
procedu:re by telling of a student who said that since we have 
k:reedom of speech in the United States, we can say anything we 
!;:>lease: 
"A number of dissenting voices charged that this 
was nonsense. No one could say anything he pleased. 
Ce:rtain expressions in oux society -- in practically 
eve:ry society -- a:re taboo. Who, for example., :reveals 
eve:rything that is in his mind? Much in the cou:rse of 
conversation is left unspoken, and it is well for so-
cial accomodation that it is so. 1 Free 1 speech is 
free within limits. The significance of what is said 
depends on when it is said, to whom, fo:r what pu:rpose., 
and what social ccintext.n 
Glicksberg2/ in anothe:r sou:rce, concludes that the prima:ry 
~urpose in the study of gene:ral semantics is to make the student 
lwa:re of how he thinks, to relate his linguistic behavio:r to ~eality., so that he may in time achieve neurological control 
llve:r hl. s & actions .. 
The Commission on the English Cu:r:riculum3/ in The English 
[/Charles I. Glicksbe:rg, "Semantics in the Class:room," English 
!lJou:rnal, Volume XXXIII, Oct .. , 1944, p. 409 .. 
~Cha:rles I. Glicksbe:rg, ~cit., p. 546 .. 
'i 
I 
~/Commission on the English Cu:r:riculum, The English Language A:rts, 
'~ppleton-Centu:ry-C:rofts, New Yo:rk, 1952, PP• 75-76. 
8 
Langq.age Arts stresses the importance of general semantics in ~he. 
secondary school classroom ... This group feels that skills nece?-
sary to the successful reading of literature need careful study. 
Many problems of semantics need consideration in the classroom; 
for example~ the multiple meanings of words., the effect of time 
and place and of one Is own background upon the concept one at-
taches to words, the difficulty of abstraction~ and of figurative 
language~ and the emotional power of words in influencing people. 
Hook1 / states that much of the work involving the study of 
language as symbols may be done incidentally, when the 11 felt 
needlJ appears. But some should be done directly. The purpose iJ 
to make students sharply aware of the nature of the language, itE 
~esources, its deficiencies, and the ways in which it can be em-
played effectively. 
LaBrant, 2/ who has conducted classes in semantics, states: 
"We can undoubtedly teach our students something 
about the nature of symbols. They can learn that high 
level abstractions must be used carefully.. We can let 
them see how general term·s (abstraction~ if you prefer) 
like 1man,• 'dog,• 'Chinese,• 1war> 1 etc., cover dif-
ferences as well as likeness. They will become cautious 
about saying that all poets do this or that, all girls 
are alike in nature, all Negroes carefree, all Russians 
Communists, all English lacking in humor. They will in-
stead say, perhaps, that a certain Englishman says this 
or that, reserving for all Englishmen the generalization 
that they belong or once belonged to some part of the 
empire. 11 
~/J. N. Hook, The Teaching of High School English, Ronald Press e, j'IO . .) New York, 1950' P• 381. 
2/Lou 1,. LaBrant, "The Words They Know, 11 English Journal~ Volume 
_jXXIII, (November, 1944), p. 475. 
9 
These teachers stress the important contributions general 
~emantics can make in the high school classroom by daveloping 
skills in reading, listening and talking. 
GENERAL SEMANTICS IN PROFESSIONAL LANGUAGE ARTS EDUCATION 
OOKS:-- In the study of several language arts books the writer 
~discovered many specific p'rinciples of general semantics which 
rould be taught in senior high school. These pri:noiples.wJJ..l be 
~ound listed in the chart on page 23. Different authors have 
kiven different names to the same p:rina:hples:.in·.s6me··inst.a:c.ces. 
The Commission on Secondary School. Curriculur¢/ presents a 
road program on general semantic teaching. Among the principles 
j hich are suggested for classroom applications are: metaphor, 
kefinition, abstraction, referential and emotive language, mean-[ 
ng and context theory, shifts of meaning, generalizations, opera-
~ional analysis, more about the process of abstraction, context, 
ind classroom teaching of interpretation. Specific exercises 
~~some taken from material in high school hi~tory books) are given 
~ter each principle has been fully discussed. 
II In ~be Gift of Tongues2/ Margaret Schlauch lists four seman-
~ic principles. These are metaphor, words and refereilta,_, emo-
fional associations, and shifts of meaning. Roberts et a~/ in 
II . 
!/Commission on Secondary School Curriculum, Language in General 
Education, Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., New York~ 1940. 
2/Margaret Schlauch, The Gift of Tongues, Viking Press Co., New 
fork, 1942. 
,'3/H. D •. Roberts, et al., English for Social Living, New York, 
!McGraw-Rill Book Co., 1943 .. · · 
1.0 
~nglish for Social Living include the following semantic areas tc 
[be explored in the c:)..assroom: language in law, emotional ~espon)e 
~o words, inferences, metaphors in literature and everyday life, 
propaganda analysis., and. critical reading and thinkingl For in-
~roductory material in the classroom these authors recommend; the 
~eaning of language symbols, the relation of words to things, 
~ultiple meanings, polar words, shifts in meaning, and emotiona-
~ized words. For work in general semantics in hich school, these 
authors found that numerous explanations ar~ necessary along wi tbl 
the laboratory exercises that are needed for practice. 
The principles Hook1/ identifies in Teaching High School 
Kn_glish are m.:etaphor and propaganda analysis.. The latter in-
1 . ~~udes: name calling, glittering generalities, transfer, plain 
folks, and band wagon. l LaBrant 21 in We Teach English lists five principles which 
I ould be used in the senior high school classroom: the necessity 
¥or abstracting; importance of context, which entails considering 
pow different meanings of words are changed by the situation in 
ll'lhich they are used; non-existent referent, which involves con-
pciousness of broad generalities that often lead to misunderstand! 
ng; charged words, which involves emotional response to words as 
~hough they were things; and words and social progress. As dis-
lussed by LaB:rant this last area covers extremities in either-or 
ll 1 [/J. N· Hook, .2£_ cit~ 
II ~/Lou 1. Labrant, .2£.· cit. 
( 
~I 
u 
thinking ap.d the effect taboo words _can have on sQcia:J,_ progress. 
li 
I' II 
H 
II .12 
L 
DeBoer et al1 / i:p. Teachi:n.g Secondaxy English, p.ot o:p.ly :J,.;lsj; 
I 
several_ semantic principles that could be .used in the high schcx::tr 
I classroom but also provide examples of how the teacher may use 
_such principles. The principles they discuss are: compounding 
~bsolutes, hypnotic powers of language, ovexgeneralizations, 
rubber band words, euphemisms, emotionally charged speech, ghost 
words, and inferences and interpretation. 
BOOKS BY SEMANTICISTS 
In 1941 Lee's~/ Language Habits in Human Affairs was pub-
lished. This book is based on the general semantic principles 
of Count Alfred Korzybski. The book discusses several general 
semantic principles and provides exercises that can be adapted 
for classroom use. Among the principles are: useful uses of 
words (the word is not the thing); acquaintance-abstracting; 
failure to date; indexing; two-valued orientation; facts first 
(intensional and extensional orientation); euphemisms; descrip-
tions and inferences (judgments, conclusions, creeds, theories, 
etc.); phatic communion and delay of reaction; classification. 
Walpole•s3/ book Semantics was_also published in 1941. This 
book is based upon the semantic principles of c. K. Ogden and 
I. A. Richards, but in essence is not different from the material 
in Lee's book. The principles he identifies include: emotional 
1/John DeBoer, et al, ££· cit. 
II 
~/Irving J. Lee, QR• cit. 
~/Hugh R. Walpole, .QE• cit .. 
II 
I 
'language; referential uses of language; signs, learning without 
words; symbols, a word is a sign of thought; context, a symbol 
has meaning only in its context, (this is one of the cardinal I . . 
points mn the book); definitions; metaphors, borrowing the name 
1
of another thing; fiction; intensive reading, the value of 
1 paraphrase. 
,Understanding Englishi An Introduction to Semantics1 / is 
/d~signed especially for college classroom use but some of the 
I 
material can be adapted for senior high school classroom use. 
The author identifies the following principles: emotive words; 
1
words, symbols for thought, not things; metaphor; definitions; 
!judgments; dangers of metaphor; multiple meaning of words; the 
! 
!language of number; the language of science; euphemism. The 
l.author includes exercises for each semantic principle. 
II The principles pertinent to classroom situations which 
~endell Johnson2/ includes in People in Q,uandri es are: ~(1) the 
I' 
J orld of not words which consists of a detailed account of what 
:j 
'I I· :l 
1: 
:I 1:·· 
I' 
I 
i/ 
'I 
I! 
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!i 
II 
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II 
il 
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II 
II 
!I 
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!I 
!I 
I 
!constitutes factual and inferential language and an introduction 
o non-verbal levels of abstraction; ( 2) the world of words which'! 
II ~~onsi st s of specific examples of ~ow the bulk of human informa- I\ 
ion and convictions are obtained; ( 3) general characteri sties ofil 
,, 
he process of abstracting; (4) non-identity_, meaning that the jJ 
ame given to a fact or any statement made 
, F. A. P l brick, Understanding English~ 
[ mantics, :Macmillan Co., New York, 1942. 
~Wendell Johnson, ~· cit. 
,, 
about the fact is not ·I 
An Introduetion to Se 11 l. 
I' 
i 
1.3 
·e 
;I IL 
. ;I II ident ~cal with tha :t c fact; ( 5) j;]1e importance of dating, Jones I! 
111911 ls not Jones 1955 > Jones *~~~gfday is not in every aspect II !j 
:the same as Jones t. d Johnson includes exercises which could:~ o ay. li 
be ?racticed individually or in classes and study groups. 
J In 1949 Language in Thought and Action, a revision of 
guage in Action by s. I. Hayakaw~/ was published. In this 
a great deal of new material was added under the heading of 
i II 
li 
i! Lan- 1' 
!I 
book !: 
:I 
:I 
I: 
d il 
"Applications 11 at the end of each chapter. Hayakawa 1 s 11 Applica- !j 
I: 
tions 11 are aimed more directly toward classroom use of general i! 
ii 
'I 
ij ,, 
semantic principles. The 11 Applications 11 offer a means whereby 
he teacher and students may> in addition to reading about se-
II 
I :j 
j antics, absorb the semanticist 1 s point of view through the :1 
~dertaking of actual semantic investigations and exercises. Th~~ 
1
15eneral semantic principles which he tre.ats are: the word is not,! 
I. :1 lllhe thing (based on Kor zybski t s principle> '1map is not the ter- 1 jl 
j i torytt); language of reports; inferences; judgments; slanting; 11 
llllontext (verbal and physical); extensional and intensional mean- \I 
II 
I
. ng; the making of dictionaries (one word-one meaning fallacy); ii 
I ~: 
!language of social cohesion; double task of language (informative!\ 
rd effective connotation~); race and words; everyday use of II 
li.anguage· language of soclal control·, promises of directive i1 
II ' !j 
ianguage (directives and disillusionment); language of affective I\ 
0\J. ommunl· catl' on. :,'li (metaphor, simile> affectiveness of facts); 
I\ . I, 
\11fs. L Hayakawa, .2£· cit. ,., 
I
I li 
I I\ 
II I! 
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llproceSS of a(?stractin~: (defini l(ions and verbal ~ircl~~; classi- !: 
l ! : ~ jl 
l,'! .. :fication't (g~ ving th~ngs names); ;!the bl<?cked mind;. two-valued Jl 
. il orientation; multi-valued orierttation; p:Li:;fall of debate. II 
IJ. . Stuart. Chase1 / in Power of' Words devo"!;es an entire chapter Ji 
lito schoolroom talk. He lists p:ractical methods of teaching I) 
l!general semantics to students. Among the semantic tools he men-11 
!ltions are the warning to be car\;eful of absolutes, careful of j\ 
i(using such words as llalways, 11 11never, 11 11 all,u "only." !i 
q :. p 
i! 11 Teach them to be war·? of either-or choices. Let ii 
1
1... them practice with many examples, the fact that words \i 
are not things (one cannot:: ride in the word t car 1 ). i! t Let them practice finding referents, and building ': 
:; simple abstraction ladders', and so build some immunity ji!,, 
i! to prejudice, fixed ideas and high pressure arguments. 
" IJ 11 They should learn to separ:ate a fact from an inference., l! 
r
\\ from an opinion, and to re;pognize each in any talk or ii 
' piece of writing •... " 1: 
' J; 
.I ii I! GENERAL SEMANTIC TEXTBOOKSti FOR HIGH SCHOOL 11 
il Minteer' sE_/ book, Words and. What They Do to You, is one of li 
j ~ I :,. :: 
j
1
the first textbooks designed especially to teach semantics in )i 
!!high school. The lessons included in the book are based upon li 
I! il 1: ~~he author• s experiences in tea<~hing general semantics in a Chi-j\ 
f; Jj 
!~ago school during a three-yea:r j'period. The first three lessons li 
!are aimed toward orienting the 1:!tudents to the study of general ,, 
!j :: II 
l ~ ! ! 1~,: !! I :f.,...,/ il 
vja./stuart Chase, Power of Words, \'!Harcourt, Brace and Co., New 
1:- .. 
1;york, 1954. 
i· 
i2Jcatharine Minteer, Words and What They Do to Y0u, Row Peter-
:~on and Co., New York, 1953. 
l. 
n 
!I 
" i ,, 
i' 
II j: 
,I 
I· 
,. 
!\ 
semantics; in the first lesson the students find out what the I 
?tudy of semantics ?Onsists of; second, the necessity for stu<;ly~ 
ing language habits; third, the difference between human behav..,..l 
ior and animal behavior. The semantic principles. which she in- .1 
eludes in the remaining lessons. are: the word is not the thing/ 
consciousness of abstracting; factual and infe):ential. statements~ 
projection; shifts of meaning; dating and indexing; either-or, 
and multi-valued thinking.. Each lesson consists of two main 
parts: (1) Teacher Summary and (2) Presentation to pupils. The1 
teacher summary includes a theoretical basis which will be ex-
plored in the lesson, resource readings, specific misevaluations 
in the ~rea about to be studied. The pr~sentation to pupils in-
cludes a theory, followed by an example which gives the pupils a 
chance to draw on experiences from their everyday life. 
Minteer's book includes additional language habits that 
studied in her course. She includes stories based on actual 
wer
1
l 
ex-1 
periences of students to indicate how words are sometimes con-
fused with feelings, etc. 
Minteer covered the lessons in her book in about seventy 
class periods, using one English period a week, with seventh and! 
eighth grade pupils. In her conclusions sl:r~·:;@tated that (1) 
general semantics unified the areas of learning, (2) general 
semantics reached each pupil at his own level of experience~ (3) 
4t' general semantics led to better pupil-teacher relationship, (4) 
general semantics improved the emotional climate of the class-
room, (5) general semantics altered pupil behavior, (6) general 
I 
semantics stimulated wid_e cri tica~ reading, (7) general semap:-
t-ics motivated written expressio!l, .. (8) general semantics emppa-
sized maturity rather than competition. ~ 
The most recent publication which treats the application of
1 
semantic· principles to high school classroom is Thomas ,l/ Len-. I 
guage Power for Youth. This book includes procedures which have 
been used by teachers Who taught semantic principles in the high 
school classroom. One of the assets of the book is the arrange-
ment of the material. The teacher can begin practically any-
where and use any number or all of the lessons presented. To 
the knowledge of this writer, the book includes probably the 
most extensive series of exercises and methods for applying se-
mantic principles in the high school up to date. 
Thomas draws heavily upon the work of both :>,:,; Count Alfred 
Korzybski and I. A. Richards. Among the semantic principles 
which he treats are.: shifts of meaning, report (inferences and 
jud~aents), metaphor) abstracting, definitions, indexing, dating, 
two-valued thinking, classification, referential and emotive lanl 
guage, and propaganda analysis. Each lesson consists of three 
main parts: (1) Basic Concepts, which gives a detailed examina-
tion &: the principle that will be used in the lesson; (2) Sum-
mary of Basic Concepts, and (3) Suggested Procedures which in-
eludes the exercises. 
1/Cleveland A. Thomas, Language Power for Youth, Appleton-
Century-Crofts, Inc., New York, 1955. 
II II 
Textbooks 
Some of the textbooks which briefly treat principles of se-
mantics are the Living Language11 series and Word Resources.~/ 
Living Language is a series of books for grades nine through 
twelve. The books include a number of chapters that are aimed 
toward developing 11 straight-thinking11 on the part of the stu-
r 
I 
I :t8 
de1,1t s. In the ninth grade textbook, exercises are provided whicli 
I 
give practice in distinction between statements of facts and 
judgments. In the tenth grade textbook, shifts of meaning exer-
cises are p:rovided; in the eleventh grade~. textboolc., two-,.valued 
thinking exercises are provided; in the twelfth grade textbook, 
exercises are provided which give practice in understanding the 
following areas: How to check up on the daily news, how rumors 
are started and spread, how to lea:rn about the world from othe:r 
people, and how to learn about the world through the senses. I 
Radke's book Word Resources~/ is devoted to building vocabu-
la:ry; however she mentions briefly the importance of developing 
studen~s 1 sensitivity to high level abstractions and propaganda 
techniques so often used in mass media to sway uncritical 
listene:rs. 
Mulgrave3 / et al in Speech, number eighty-nine of College 
1/Joseph Blumenthal, et al., Living Language, Harcourt, Brace 
and Co., New York, 1953.-- I 
2/Frieda Radke, Word Resources, The Odyssey Press Inc., 
1955. 
New YorkJ 
3/Do:rothy Mulgrave, et al, Speecht A Handbook of Voice Training 
Wiction and Public Speaking, Barnes and Noble, Inc., New York, 
[954. 
i: 
- \i 
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II Outline Series., devotes a chapter to Semantics. The authors 1! 
-· 
1'
1
\ present a wealth of _i¢'ormat:i,on 9n language problems. involved li 
.I i! 
'I ;J I! in: shifts of meaning., various uses of abstractions., propa- I\ 
lj ganda ·analysis., refe:rential and eir!otional words., dating., and ji 
I two-valued thinking.. Although most of the material in the li 
i ii 
ij handbook is aimed toward the college level> much of the infor- ji 
I! mation (particularly the exercises) can be used with "advanced" il il I ~ 
'I I l! high school students. 'i 
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SEMANTICS AS RELATED TO READING.~--
In a study of axticles th~t dealt with the effects of se-
mantics in reading instxuction, the wxiteT found that a number 
of.xeading authoxities agree that teaching semantics has a defi-
:;r.~' 
nite place in xeading instruction. Among the axeas which Betts.:._ 
discusses in an axticle that deals pximaxily with meaning as the 
focal point in basic xeading instxuction axe: (1) the study of 
semantics as a contxibutox to pxofessional undexstanding of probf 
lems in compxehension; (2) xeasons both teachex and leaxnex shaill& 
be aware of the use of abstractions at different levels; (3) I 
shifts in the meaning of woxds as a contxibutox to comprehension 
difficulties; (4) types of compxehension problems cxeated by 
metaphoxical natuxe of language; (5) diffexence between xefexen-
tial and,emotive language; (6) types of techniques which appeax 
to be fruitful fox developing semantic sensitivity; (7) desix-
able outcomes from systematic guidance in the use of semantic 
analysis techniques., (8) implications of semantics for the 
classroom teacheT. 
Betts emphasizes that reading is a process of analyzing 
meanings, of evaluating woxds in_terms of theiJ:' context, and 
that reading activities at all school leve+s must.be d,irected 
toward developing the learner's awareness of shifts in the mean-
ing of words. 
~· Nila B. Smith2/ discusses four poss~?le effects the t~aching 
1/Emmett A. Betts, 11 Reading: Semantic Appaoach, 11 Education, Vol. 
69_, (May 1949), ·pp. 527-655. · . · · · · · 
2/Nila :B. Smith, "How Will the Semantic -Emphasis Affec·t Reading 
Instxuction? 11 Education, Volume 69_, (May 1949), pp. 556-661. 
I 
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I 
of sem~t_ios can-prqvide in re(lding i:p.s~q:ugj;;Lon: r -· (1) ·,-wider· :use 
9f_ first hand experiences as _aids in teach~ng reading_, (2) in-
creased use of visual aids., (3) more attention to contextual in-
fluences, ( 4) clarificat~on of different levels of abstraction. 
Green' SJ:./ comments are aimed more toward the secondary 
f?Chool teacher who assumes the respons~bility for carrying out a 
prog*am of corrective reading work~ According to her certain 
basic facts in planning to make use of semantic principles shoul · 
be considered: (1) the important role of experience in the work 
of the secondary school student., (2) the dif;ficult task of con-
cept development., its complexity in dealing with adolescents, 
(3) the semantic needs peculiar to high school students, the 
. / . 
versatility required to ad~pt their vocabulary to the different 
demands of various subject fields. In addition to these commentfl 
the author emphasizes the need for interest inventory, vocabular~ 
development, differentiated guidance, and expert teaching as 
parts of the reading program that undertakes semantic teaching~ 
Eaoh of the studies mentioned in this chapter deals with 
the application of semantic principles in the classroom. l 
It is clear that numerous semantic principles can be ap-
plied to situations within the experiences of high school stu-
dents. Semantic principles, whether used in relation to written 
or sp~ken language, nearly always come to grips with the ques-
. 
2:t 
tions and problems that are a part of students' everyday life. i; 
School ·1 
590-594. 'l_ 1/Rosemary Green_, "The Role of Semantics in a Secondary Reading Program, u Education, Volume 69, (May 1949) :~ pp. 
!! 
!! 
r 
I 
If high school student1:;1 are. expqsed to practice in understandin~ 
abstraction at different levels~ they will be less apt to be-
~ieve 11 everything" has been said about a per son or event. They 
will also become aware that abstractions, at .certain times, are 
very useful; that is, they become a sort of 11 summing-up11 which 
include. many details. If high school students are guided in 
examining most either-or statements> they will understand that 
there are often many shades of grey between black and white, 
many other degrees of temperature between hot and cold~ etc. 
If high school students are exposed to practice in distinguish-
ing between statements that represent something that can be ob-
served and statements that represent something that is only in-
ferred~ less misunderstanding in conversation and reading will 
occur. If high school students are exposed to examining the 
setting in which words are used, then an awareness of the flexi-
bility of language will be developed. 
22 
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CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF THE WORKBOOK 
PRINCIPLES CHOSEN.-- The following thirteen principles were 
identified by the writer from a study of twenty-four sources inJ 
eluding professional language arts education books, semantic 
books, textbooks, and articles in professional journals. 
Principles Found Number of Sources 
1. Shifts of Meaning ................. ~ ............. 24 
·2. Abstracting-...•................................. 15 
3. Referential and Emotive Language .••..•........•• 15 
4. Metaphor ......................................... 12 
.5. Inferences ... ~·~~~······'*·¥·····.-··"········..,.······ 9 
6. Two-Valued Thinking.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 8 
7. Propaganda Analysis. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
8. Euphemism .. e ..... .,. .... """·~~··········· .. •••••••••••••• 7 
9. Dating. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
0. Indexing. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
1. D ef ini t ion. • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
2. Classification. . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
3. Inference and Interpretation •...•...•..•.......• 2 
In working with senior high school students in general se-
mantics, t,he w:ri t e:r feels that there should be no attempt to 
emphasize memorization of any of the principles. There is no 
clear ou-t; distinction among many of the semantic principles. 1' 
Practically all of the principles are :related. It is merely fo~ 
convenience that they are emphasized one at a time in the work-
book. Although practically any semantic principle can be used 
to indicate how language works, the following 1hre.e seem, in the 
opinion of the w:ri t e:r, most app:ropriate for introductory work. 
Therefore, they have been chosen for the workbook. 
====!!=========================~=-=----- .... 
:a, 
• 
1. Abstracting 
2. Facts, Inferences,. and Judgments 
3. Two-Valued Thinking 
·"· .,. .. ..., . ~ . 
;'' ...... 7• 
.. 
. ~ .-_-
.· •. J: . •' .· 
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II PLAN OF THE WORKBOOK (cont•d) 
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II SEQUENCE OF LESSONS 
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II 
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II 
!f II. 
I\ 
I! 
Abstraction Ladder 
Opening Statement: to the students 
Glass Suggestions: _to the teacher 
Sample Exercise in Abstraction 
Exercise number I in Abstraction 
Exercise number II in Abstraction 
Exercise number III in Abstraction 
Exercise number IV in Abstraction 
Exercise number V in Abstraction 
Exercise number VI in Abstraction 
Exercise number VII in Abstraction 
Exercise number VIII in Abstraction 
Exercise number IX in Abstraction 
Exercise number X in Abstraction 
Inferences (Eacts and Judgments) 
Opening Statements: to the students 
,, 
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II 
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li1i Sample Exercise number I in Inferences_, Facts and !II Judgments I 
'il I 
1
1! Sample Exercise number II in Ingerenees, Facts and 
1
.,
1
 
Judgments 
!\ I 
11 Class Suggestions: to the teacher 1
1
1 
,J Exercises in Inferences, Facts, and Judgments j 
li III. Mental Scale Sketches for Two-Valued Thinking il 
li 'i li Opening Statement: to the students , 
" I ii Class Suggestions: to the teacher !I 
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II 
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II 
II 
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'j IV. 
I 
Practice Exercise number I in Twq-Valued Thinking 
Practice Exercise number II in Two-Valued Thinking 
Exercises in Two-Valued Thinking 
A. Subject: .Are Women More Tolerant Than Men? 
B. Subject: Crusade again_st Cancer 
a. Subject: .Armadillo 1 s Example 
D. Subject: Hate is Inefficient 
E. Subject: Why are People Late? 
Exercises in Inferences and Interpretation 
Sample Subject: Emotional Well Being 
.A. Subject: American Diplomacy 
B. Subject: Decline of the American Father 
a. Subject: .Arts 
D. Subject: Children Who Cannot Read 
E. Subject: .Are We Really Crazy? 
Exercises in Two-Valued Thinking 
Statements: to the students 
Exercises in Two-Valued Thinking and .Arguments 
Exercises in Abstraction: Longer Passages 
A. Things in the Extensional World 
B. Sample: Subject> Hydrazine 
a. Subzyect: Automation 
D. Subject: Atomic Power's Biggest Dilemma 
Evaluation 
Suggested .Answers to the Exercises 
;; 
I 
" I ~ 
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Lesson One - Abst:racti!!-g (~ate the ladde:r on page 34 ) 
Opening statement to the s:t;udents: 
These exercises deal with words wo:rds thatS are so muc:h. c 
part of your daily talking and reading. The fi:rst group of ex-_ 
e:rcises deals with abstractions. When we abstract~ we leave out 
many characte:ristics about a person, ~vent. or situation. No 
matter how long we study an object~ event o:r person, we neve:r 
know 11 allll about anything. The p:rocess of abstracting~ of leav~ 
ing characteristics out, is bound to appear in our daily lan-
guage and in a great deal of w:ritten material. 
Abstractions _should be distrusted when the speaker o:r writ-
er stays on such a high level that you cannot clearly unde:rstand 
him. We often see such high level abstractions when speake:rs o:r 
write:rs use certain terms: 11 libe:ra1, 11 or ":radical." These 
terms are, for s:ome·~ people_, very high on the abstraction ladde:r. 
Before you and the speaker can come to some common g:round of un-
de:rstanding, "liberal n and 11 raQ.ical 11 must be II definedll o:r point 
to someone familia:r to you and the speaker. On the other hand~ 
some speakers and writers stay on too low a level of abstraction; 
~hat is, they tell you practically nothing during the whole 
course of the communication. To be fairly interesting the 
~:riter o:r speaker should have an interplay of high and low 
~evel abstraction • 
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' 
ll Lesson-One: Abstracting 
!I 
1~--­
tf· 
II 
I To the Teacher~ Class Presentation 
Have an abstraction ladder drawn on the blackboard. Ex- ! ,, 
!/ 
plain the process of abstracting, of leaving characteristics II 
i 11· 
I
I out. Do this_, not by lecturing_, but by using points and illus- lj 
I trations familiar to the students. You can help the students I 
i catch on to the process of abstracting by using the following , 
I examples: I 
1 
( l) Try to get them to say "everything11 about any object in!! 
the room -~ chair, window, desk, etc. Emphasize that r 
what they see in the object is there but that since the! 
nervous system abstracts> 11 everything" cannot be said. ! 
( 2) 
(3) 
Let three or four students tell about a football game 
or a movie. After each student has told what he saw, 
ask the class to what extent each student saw the same 
thing. Did they say n everythingH about the football 
game or movie? 
Ask them what happens in discussion groups when the 
participants assume they say 11 all 11 about a subject~ 
The illustrations mentioned in the abstraction ladder on 
I 
II 
II 
!i II 
il 
II 
page 34 will be helpful to you~ If you use the word "dog, 11 tell! 
I 
I the students you want them to 
j dog. Let one of the students 
I information given by the class 
ous responses have been given, 
say everything they know about the\ 
list on the blackboard all of the II 
II 
concerning the dog. After numer-1 
I 
someone will probably say that I 
I l
one can never say "everything" there is to know about the dog. 
Such a statement would be the core of this lesson. Emphasize 
\that if one cannot say 11 everything 11 about a dog, then the same 1 
~principle can he applied to so many other aspects of their dailyll 
language. Ask them to say 11 everything" about a friend, about a [I 
li 
~~ r 
· 1 r
1
· 
il il. 
. II !i 
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I 
/!local newspapeT_, etc. BefoTe this phase of the lesson is oveT_, 
check the statement1 on the abstTaction laddeT with the student 
j who made them. Tie in the studentst past knowledge with the 
I· j choice of details he made. 
'I Points to TemembeT: It is impossible to say completely what 
1 anything Teally is. Words cannot say nall 11 about people, 
events_, and objects. Remember the u etc." 
II 
I' 
I 
I 
i 
II 
I 
I 
'I ! 
II 
II 
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I 
II 
II 
'I 
I 
i 
I 
il 
\! 
,! 
!I 
'I 
I. I II :, 
II 
'· 
!i 
I; 
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:1 Exercises in Abstraction 
I 
' Rearrange the exercises in each of the following groups I 
1
1,1 into abstraction ladders and copy on the lines provided. The . !! 
idea is to start with the lowest verbal abstraction on the bot- ii ! . .. . tl 
I tom line in each group~ Do not analyze in detail. The sample ll 
1
!1' 
II 
,, 
II 
I
' I 
! 
II 
,I jl 
j! 
il 
II 
I' 
II 
II 
'I 
is done in detail to make the point clear to you. 
SAMPLE 
Soldier 
Artillery 
Joe 
Armed Forces 
Army 
(possible answer -- start reading from bottom up) 
5. Armed Forces: 
4. Army: 
3. Artillery:. 
2. Soldier: 
l. Joe~ 
•i 
highest level of abstraction, covers ii 
different branches of the se:rvice: 1i 
Army, Navy, Marine Corps, etc. Althoug~ 
Joe is a part of the Armed forces,. there 
is no special reference to him at this i! 
high level. II 
:! 
still higher; covers many branches --
artillery, infantry, engineers. 
even higher; covers a branch of the 
army which consists of many units of 
soldiers. 
higher -- covers a class of men. 
know Joe is one~ 
We 
lowest level·-- a specific individual 
we know by this name. 
---------------'---'1 
------------------------- ': 
'I 
li 
il 
I· ,, 
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--ii"" 
United Nations Genexal 
Army Hero · 
Douglas McArthur 
Amexican 
Sports 
game 
football 
competition 
(4) 
(2) 
49 Mercury 
automobile 
transportation 
vehicle 
12 otclock lunch food · ··-
ham sandwich and tea 
hunger 
,, 
il i: 
:! 
II i! p 
:r 
n 
1, 
i: 
d 
------------il 
" 'I !! 
------------ii 
-------:1 
:I 
(5) Latin Amexican musie 
mambo il il 
dance :I 
mambo #5 
q 
Here is another sample exercise in abstraction. Let 1 s ·,r !! 
q 
i woxk it out togethex. I. The idea is to start with the statement \\ 
il I 
il 
II 
il 
,• 
jl 
!! 
I 
q 
" I\ 
at the lowest level of abstraction., and arrange the remaining 
statements in order of increasing abstraction. 
SAMPLE 
2 1. My cousin in Brooklyn is a good dancer. 
3 2. People in New York axe good dancers~ 
1 3. My cousin in New York is a good waltzer. 
4 4. The a:rt of dancing is very popular in America today. :i 
--- I :I 
1
i If we were to arrange these statements on the abstxaction !! 
I• :, 
il If jJ laddex., they would appear in incxeasing ordex in the following d 
:1 mannex. Numbex 3_, lowest; this statement is at a vexy low il 
jl n 
II level of abst:raction, yet it does leave out many characteri sties fi 
,I -· ··--· -··-· -- ----·-- ------- ... ·--··· ·--· --· --- -···----- -------~·---- ------ ······-·---- -·- ---··- ------- --- ----------- ---·------ ]) ________ --------- --·---
__ -N _:=:-~---=.--::::-ii::;:.=: .. ::.:.-__ -::.::,_ - -- -~-·-------- ·----- -----~----------···--» ------- ---~-··---~----· ---------~-·------------ ~-------~--~--- ------~-- 0 
I 
!; 
I! 
1/ 
·I 
.I 
I 
! 
,, 
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:j I {13-) Just wha.t do13s the speaker have in mind by "goodness" in. 
11 waltzing-2· _(b) How often does his cousin fail to waltz well?, 
II 
'I etc. Number 1 would be the next higher leve~ of abstraction· 
. . . ' j: 
II 
this statement t9-kes in nmy_cousin 1 s 11 ability_not.only to 
jl waltz, but also to fox t:rot_, mambo, jitte;rhug_, ·etc. At the ,, 
;I 
•I 
" n 
i! I• 
II same time it omits specific reference to what he can do. 
:1 I' 
,I 
Num- ll 
. 'i I' 
Jl 
,, 
II:: 
ber 2 is at a still highE:Jr level_ of abstraction.. This state-
ment can be made, if at all, on the basis of. noticing many 
people in New York dance. Number 4 is at a veryhigh level of 
abstraction and would have to be based not only on the obser-
II 
:I 
!i q 
,, 
d 
il 
ii 
:I 
li 
'I I. 
II 
j! 
1\ vation of 11 my cousin" in New York and many other u goodrr dancers\! 
li li in New York, but also on the amount of dancing done in, let's 
1: 
" say_, Charleston, s. C._, San Francisco, Fort Wayne_, Indiana_, 
I 
1 Saugus_, Mass., and many other cities in the United States. I 
I 
1 Exercises in Abstractions: 
I 
I Here are some more exercises for you to do that Will help 
II you to see that you cannot say all about an object, event_, or 
:! 
j! 
l,l person. Starting with the one at the lowest level of abstra.c- :i 
I' 
tion, arrange the following statements in order of increasing 
,I t 
·J abstrac ion. L Plaeeryour answer on the lines provided. 
II 
il jl 
l 
I 
1. 
2. 
Exercise #6 
Time magazine is usually up to date with the news. 
Time is an excellent magazine. 
II 
;: I 
i\ 
jl 
:I 
i\ 
II 
1: 
3. One reason Time is so popular is that it covers prac- •; 
tically every aspect of the news: international, na-
tional, sports, education, theatre_, music, etc. 
II 
J\. . 4. Most people like to be well informed on the news. 1 
~ _, ~-= _-,c;:;;:-..:;..o "=-!r=· "''-- ~''"'' -.,., .. """' _..,:c·=-=-c:-·.::""'--c:= . ..c=.:·c-::: .:.:=;::=: .. · ::"'~·== ..:.: "·' -'~ . -~-~'''---'"=-::..;:o~-:c··.: :::. ,-.-.. -=::.~.c"":-·==='"""=-=-..,,==o=..=-.:...::::c.=-: . ..:; ~~:r=-=·"·"''""=""=...,., 
,, I' 
II :: 
'I I li 
;! 
;I 
li 
II 
I! ______ ___j__ 
---·------- -- -lr-----
11 
I! 
II 1. 
-~-
' 2. ~--
1 
3. 
~-· 
I
I 4. 
: 
·I 5. lj-
1 I 1. 
I - _2 .. 
II 
I' 
.I 
'I 
I 
I 
II 
.,-
I! 
,I 
li I 
l 
--
3. 
4. 
5. 
1. 
2. 
__ 3. 
__ 4. 
5. 
:1 
I 
ii 
, .. 
,, 4.1 
;! . 
,. 
==== ~-~---~~=--== 
,. 
!I Exexcise _ #7 :1 
,, 
H My bxothex John likes. to smoke. !! 
!j 
John takes good caxe _of his twenty Kaywoodie pipes. !i 
d li John likes pipes. better than cigarettes. ii 
ll 
!i John is a collectox of Hxaxeu odd shaped pipes. ~~ 
!I I love the smell of the pipe mixtuxe my brother smokes~i 
;i 
it 
Exercise #8 
Marilyn prefexs playing music to dancing. 
Marilyn likes Gxiegts ~usic. il 
ii 
II Marilyn likes Scandanavian niusic better than America._n. :1 
music. ' 
Maxilyn neaxly always includes a poxtion of Gxieg's 
Piano Oonoexto in A Minor in hex repextoire. 
Maxilyn likes music~ 
Exexcise #9 
Whenever I don't understand something in class~ Miss 
Jones is willing to help me after school. 
Miss Jon_es is a good teacher. 
il ,, 
n 
:t 
·' 
,j 
j! 
'! 
,, 
'I jl 
,I 
j! 
Miss Jones nearly always listens to our school proble:r.s;i 
Miss Jones helped each one of us duxing the holidays 
with our term papexs. 
Practically all of the students I know who have had 
Miss Jones' couxse never forget her kindness. 
,, 
II q 
i! 
The following statements axe a little different from the ~~ 
4lt preceding statements. By now you should have a good idea of 
I the process of abstraction. Wxi te a one paragraph comment on 
i 
J! the pxoblem of abstraction in the following exercise • 
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I' I 
II 
II 
!i 
Exercise.#lO 
5. 0~ a desk is a copy of the book The Power of Positive 
Thinking by Dr. Norman Vincent Peale. There is a conversation 
about the book. 
Girl: That book has become a. big hit with .Ameri-
cans during the past year and a half. It 
must be very inspiring~ over a million 
copies sold. 
Boy: Yes, Th~·Power of Positive Thinking for 
Young People has become quite popular also. 
Do you think the current best sellers will 
be as big· a hit~·· with .Americans as Dr. 
Peale's book has become? 
Girl: I 1m not sure.. Americans have become ex-
tremely reading conscious in the past few 
years. They read practically everything. 
Just the other day I heard my father say 
that'the publisher~ of Not As a Stranger 
are on their third printing of that book. 
It seems that publishers can sense months 
ahead when they have a hit~ 
.,. 
Boy: I suppose that the~~~ right in saying, 
1fBooks are the gateways to many pleasures." 
It 1 s amazing how people find the time to 
read in such a pushed for time world. 
Girl: Oh, I don't know -~ people don3.t only read 
for pleasure. My father seldom reads any-
thing outside the pile of reports he brings 
home from the office each day • 
. etc., etc. 
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Opening Statements to students: 
~ Factual -- Inference~ a~d Judgme:r;1ts 
Here are some of the ways facts, inferences and judgments 
0 appear in language. 
Factual statements are usually based on experiences with 
which one is familiar, or such statements are m~de on the basts 
[f someorie 1 s observation. Inferential statements often involve 
keneralizations and conclusions. Often such statements are made 
rbout descriptions of non-verbal life facts. Judgments are 
ften in the form of prediction or obvious expressions of an 
·ndividual's personal feelings. 
The following are examples of the three types of state-
ents. A very common use of these statements appears in our ex-
ression about the weather. 
SAMPLE I 
Fact: My! this is a cloudy day. 
Inference: I believe we•re going to get rain 
pretty soon. 
Judgments: This city has the worst weather 
I' ve ever seen. 
SAMPLE II 
Fact: Bill's parents have a new Oadillao. 
Inference; They must have plenty of money. 
Judgment: Next month the dealer will probably have 
the oar back in the store. 
Although it is important that you understand the three 
ypes of statements~ you should also remember that there is 
,, .. 
43 
II 
nothing absolute. in any of them~ You cannot _ alw~ys lapel a 
statement as 11 fact->n 11 infe:qmce.," oi' 11 judgment 11 until you 
Teally undeTstand the context in which it_ is used. Be on 
guaTd against the thought that theTe_is something 11 wTongu with 
infeTences and judgments. It is impossible to get along with-
out using them in youi' daily language. It is not_impoTtant 
that you TemembeT the thTee types of _statements by definitions. 
It is impoTtant that you know when a WI'iter or speakei' is 
using them., and how they can influence your thinking. 
44 
j Lesson Two: Facts, Infe:rences, Judgments 
I1To the Teache:r: Class P:resentation 
- j Emphasize the following points conce:rning the th:ree types 
I of statements: 
I 
I 
I 
II 
1. Factual statements can be p:roved :right o:r wrong by 
obse:rvation, by consulting the records, o:r by doing 
something as a so:rt of test. 
2~ Inferential statements extend beyond what can be 
observed and show some element of p:robability. 
3. Judgments cannot be p:roved :right o:r w:rong. 
Place the following example on the blackboa:rd to show how 
going beyond fact to inference, and then to judgments may lead 
I 
to misunderstanding. 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I' 
I 
Fact: The:re go two firewagons down Main St:reet. 
Infe:rence: The:re must be a fire somewhere. // 
. ,· 
~-· 
Yeah, those fi:remen sit down all day. 
--- -- ..,.._.._ -.. time they do something fo:r thei:r pay. 
Judgment: 
Oatha:rine Minteer in her wo:rk w;ith students in semantics 
asks them to pe:rfo:rm a numbe:r of expe:riments befo:re actually 
ca:r:rying out this lessln in detail. 
11 Ask the pupils to voluntee:r statements about the 
school, office, o:r library using only factual state-
ments. Afte:r each statement, ask, Tis that a fact?t 
until the pupils begin to challenge infe:rential state~ 
ments. Point out to the class how small a numbe:r of 
statements they accepted as fact. Ask why they accep-
ted ce:rtain statements as factual and :rejected othe:rs. 
Point out that they were able to ve:rify by observation 
the factual statements and to :reach an ag:reement on 
them."-- Minteer, Wo:rds and What They Do to You, p .. 54. 
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·1 Exercises II 
'I ~~~ Facts, Inferences and Judgments: 
Here a:J;e a few statements whic}f you may attempt to classi-
1 
j f¥ as facts., inferences., o:r jucigments< Some statements are 
1j combinations of inference and judgments •. In such cases write 
II u Inf e:rence and Judgment. II Place . you:r answers on the blank i 
j space and be prepared to defend yo11:r _choice _in class discussion~ 
I I 
I, 
1: 
II 
I! 
I 
I 
i 
,i 
II 
I' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I' 
'I 
I 
I 
1. The president of South Korea wants the United Nationsl1 
--- to_ resume the Ko:rean Wa:r,. He is a war monge:r if everj 
there were one. . . . . 
2. The safe driver's job consists not only of watching 1
1 
where m.e 1 s going_, but also being sharply aware that II· 
there are · .. other ca:rs on the road. jJ 
___ 3.. Bette Davis is liollywood 1 s best actress; her two 1
1 
Oscars wi 11 prove this. j 
4. 
---
5. 
6. 
7. 
---
Philadelphia is frequently called the eity of 
Brotherly Love. 
Nehru of India cannot last very long by playing on 
both the West's and East 1 s sides in international 
relations. 
I still say listening to jazz music is a waste of 
anybody 1 s time. 
Immediately after Christmas, shoppers can purchase 
many articles at a reduced price. 
·I 
I 
i 
I' 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
8. F:rom Park Street in Boston you can reach Kenmore I 
----- Square by taking the Watertown trolleyi if you•re notj 
sure· ask one of the transportation offJ.cers. 11! 
. I 9. The ~ncreasing tension in Formosa is a sure sJ.gn thatli! 
the third World War is not far away. 
!I 
10. Despite women's close acquaintance with the kitchen_, II 
----- men are still t
1
·hsetbheesbtescto.okcasr. 
1
j 
11. The 1 53 Buick General Motors ever 
ii --- made. IJ 
H ii . 
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12. 
---
13. 
---
___ 14. 
15. 
---
16. 
---
Ted Williams was great on his return to baseball; 
the Red Sox will probably come out of the slump 
they've b~en in. 
I 1 ll never take another history course; my last 
history_ class.was lousy. 
His father went to M. I. T. ~ he'll certainly have 
little trouble lp.aking the right clicks _in college. 
New Hampshire borders on the. south by Massachusetts, 
\l ,, 
I 
r --
north east. by ¥aine, and west py Vermont. . . 
1 I tell you, Ilve never seen anything-like it-- Joan 
was simply horrible in the senior class play. 11 
II 
I. 
I 
I' 
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Two-Valued Thinking 
Opening Statement to students: 
The feeling that every question has two sides is one com-
mon to so many people. They believe there are both a 11 good11 
' side and a "bad" side. Whenever they fail to bring those points!, 
which stand between 11 good11 and llbad11 into the conversation, il 
many points which would help solve the question more easily are I 
left out. There are, however_, numerous situations in which two-/ 
I 
'valued thinking is almost unavoidable~ Examples: in politics~ I 
I 
your Republican candidates either win or lose; in charitable or-1 
I 
ganizations, you either give to fight against polio, cancer, etcl 
I 
or scientific research cannot continue successfully; in sports I 
your footWall or baseball team either wins or loses (although 
there are occasions when there might be a tie). 
The important thing about using more than two-values in 
thinking is that of being more open-minded to individual situa-
tions. Fewer snap judgments should appear in your discussions, 
and above all you 1 ll be ready to, say, (particularly in heated 
discussions) "Wait a minute--- let 1 s look at this issue from 
all possible angles. 11 
I 
II 
II 
! 
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Lesson Three: Two'-Valued Thinking 
the Teacher: Class Presentation 
Ask the students what happens when there is only one or 
I 
twoj 
1 ways of looking at people, certain events, and situations. Are 
I I 
people automatically labeled whe~ only two sides are considered?j 
I 
I 
If the students need help, give such examples as: Students are 
often considered smart or lazy, teachers often considered easy 
or strict. This should start them to think ·about two-valued 
thinking. Let them give many examples from their own experience' 
To make this lesson more vivid, draw a mental scale similarll 
to the one on page Lt8on the blackboard. Ask the students if thJ 
might use such a scale for talking about people rather than the 
ei ther....;.or way •' 11 Weather 11 might be used with the mental scale to 
show that only a few days are above 100° and only a few below o0 J 
Emphasize that in real life most people and events fit in the 
middle, but we have few words to indicate the middle (normal, 
average, medium, etc.)~ Can we say that there are also differ-
ences in the middle? Ask them what happens in debates when two 
teams are set up to defend two points of view. 
cis.:h.ons be reached? 
Can practical de1 
I 
The important point is to have them become aware of several 
possible angles before arriving at a solution to some problems. 
Present the following two samples to them for class discussion. 
ji ~ 
\ 
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I 
1. 
2. 
You belong to Xi Xi Xi fraternity or sorority and 
believe in everything this organizatiqn stands for. 
Your friend is opposed to fraternities an~ sorori-
ties. How would you try to convince your friend 
about Xi Xi Xi fraternity or sorority? How would 
you discuss your ideas about fraternities and 
sororities? 
Bill Jones 1 father was recently suspended from his 
job on the basis that his name appeared on the roll 
of a subversive group in 1935 according to the House 
Un-American Activities Committee. Today some of 
Bill 1 s classmates have stopped associating with him 
on the basis that such a family has no place in 
their community.. Is the attitude 11 You 1re either 
for or against us II used wisely in this situation? 
What comments can you make about this situation? 
I: 
li II 
I' 
,I 
II s1. 
1t==' 
I 
I 
,, 
I 
I 
I 
! 
r 
I 
I 
,I 
Read the following selections and see if you can discover 
1 twQl:-valued thinking in them. Analyze each selection carefully, ,1
1 in light of the questions: 11 How much confidence can I safely 
II 
II place in the judgment of the author of the article? A great 
II 
·1 deal? None at all? 
lj 
Or is there not enough evidence to be 
II to sa~~~~ 
I' II 
II 
I' 
II 
.I 
jl 
II 
11 
II 
11 Are women less tolerant than men? Aided in a 
survey by 500 interviewers and a calculating 
machine, Samuel A. Stouffer, a Harvard socio-
logist~.says they are-- and he does not know 
the reason. Perhaps he has started something 
difficult to finish. OnlY in their attitudes 
toward non-conformist children, he found, were 
women more tolerant than men. When it came to 
adults, they took a 'tougher' attitude than men. 
Thirty-five per cent of the men were found rela-
tively very tolerant, compared to 27 percent of 
the fair sex. 
I' 
11 11 The theory that women are less informed about 
11 public affairs., and hence less tolerant, was 
ji tested and·- promptly upset; the males were still 
able 1 
I 
Jl" 
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I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
II 
II 
I 11 more to.lerant than equally interested and informed 
Ji females. Only among .the less educated did the dis- 11 
1
1 par~ ty decrease, but male adults at the grade-school j! 
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3. 
level were still 17 percent tolerant compared 
15 percent for women. /<' 
-\.) 
11 Where does this all lead us? Obviouf3lY into ar-
gument and more intolerance."·· But it may be_ a com-
forting thought that m~n and women have be~n toler-
ating intolerance ever since the origin of the_ 
species. The fair sex, at any rate can always 
quote Nietzsche;.. 1Woma!l was. God's second mistake. •'"* 
II The J:'ecent announcement that. polio can be con- . 
quered was made possible. not only by Dr. Salk and 
other medical scientists, but by contributions of 
the public. And tonight, for two hours, that same 
public can help conquer the.most dreaded disease 
of all -- cancer. · 
11 Between 6:15 and81l5 p.m.-> 85,000 volunteers 
will ask for contributions from door to door, and 
from Boston to the Berkshires, to climax the month-
long $900,000 fund campaign of the American Cancer 
Society's Massachusetts division. 
11 Unless a victory similar to that over polio is 
wrought as well in this field, one of every four 
living Americans can expect to be a victim of can-
cer. The need is all too clear. And so tonight, 
when the cancer crusader knocks ~t your door, 
generous, wholehearted giving will increase the 
possibility of still a greater boon to mankind 
than even the polio vaccine. Open your door to 
the cancer crusader tonight."** 
"Armadillos made to exercise grow heavy_, healthy, 
hard shelled and -- for an armadillo -- intelli-
gent. Armadillos kept loughing around do not gain 
weight, have softer shells and are nowhere near 
as intelligent. 
UThese are the conclusions of research at New York 
University. Do they apply to human beings? Prob-
ably, and it is :rather distressing. For if we want 
to remain on the light side we must stt still. If 
we want to improve our intelligence, we must exer-
cise. There seems to be no room for the sedentary 
*From flAre Women More Tolerant Than Men?, 11 BOSTON DAILY GIJ;)OBE, 
April 26, 19 55. 
I 
I 
**From 11 Crusade Against Cancer. II BOSTON DAILY GLOBE~ April 26, ~~ 
1955. 
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intellectual o:r the stupid athlete·. Get out and 
:run a mile and you will be bright as ail get out~ 
and heavy~ Sit around with books and Y()U will be 
thin as a :rail and stupid~ 
u You just can't win any more~ not that you ever 
:really could.* 
· 4. "Speaking on· a text f:rom ·the Epistl~ to the Romans, 
1 
••• be not ove:rcome of evil_, but overcome evil with 
good,' Yale President D:r. A. Whitney- Griswold in 
his baccalaureate address told the graduating class: 
lif appeasing our_ enemies is not the answe:r_, 
nei the:r is hating them.. . • Somewhere between 
the extremes of appeasm~nt and hate the:re is 
a place for courage and stxength to express 
themselves in magnanimity and cha:ri ty, and 
this the place we must find. 
IIThe:re a:re many :reasons why, as D:r. G:riswold says~ 
~ate is not the answer. One of them is as pro-
found as it is obvious, and being both it is .often 
overlooked: Men do not hate unless they also fear. 
In fact, it is probable that men do not hate Q~til 
they have first begun to fear. -And fear~ says the 
Beloved Disciple, 'hath torment' -- for the one 
who is afraid. The poet Robert Graves, has said: 
'Hate is a fear, and fear is :rot 
That cankers :root and f:rui t alike: 
Fight cleanly~ then_, hate not~ fear not~ 
Strike with no madness when you st:rike.• 
.'So fight I, t wrote Saint Paul~ 1 not as one that 
beat eth the air. ' · 
Hating, then, is not only painful; it is ineffi-
cient. Professional soldiers have learned that 
ages ago in the school of ha:rd experience. It 
is not too soon for youth just leaving college 
to start thinking about it. 11 ** 
*From "Armadillo 1 s Example, n BOSTON HEARLD, June 14, 1955. I li 
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The chronic J.oon;ny-come.:..lately is apt to achieve less. 
in life, to be emotionally more unstable and to have _ 
less intelligence than the early bird. This_ was the I 
surprising conclusion reached by psychologistf;l,_perso:p.n;el 
experts-and others Who have scrutinized the habits of .I 
thousands of -inveterate late-comers. One survey, which! 
analyzed 15,360 obseryations on earliness and lateness,, 
was made by Dr. _George J. Dudycha at Ripon College in 11 
Wisconsin. Dr. Dudycha ;not only found_ a wide diff erenc:e 
in intelligence, qualities.of leadership and_ self- I 
reliance. The findings at Ripon were borne out by A.H.! 
Turney in an exhaustive study of 1 Factors Other Than 1 
Intelligence That Affect $ucc ess in High School. 1 II 
Taking a large sampling of teen-age students in Minne- 1 
apolis, he broke them into two groups based on their I 
academic rating: 'achievers 1 and 1 non-achievers. ' The1 
'achievers' he found, were uniformly prompt to school 
and to classes, the 'non-achievers' were dramatically 
tardy. 
The age-old, all male contention that women are later 
than men has also been under attack by the surveyors. 
Dr. Robert Schaler, Ne~ York City dentist, compiling 
material for a _scientific article on dental practice, 
recently checked on the punctuality of 1,100 patients J 
of both sexes. He found that the women were, on the I 
average, four and a half minutes late for appointments !j 
and men five minutes late.... Men must not despair, lj 
however, for Dr. Nyswander (another surveyor) stated 1 
that women, when they were late, were less graceful j' 
than men in accepting the responsibility for their de- I 
fection. 'They are more prone to blame the doctor for 1 
their lateness than the men are,' she said. The latte I 
observation agrees with that of Walter J. Godfrey, asm~ 
tant stationmaster in Grand Central Station, New York l'i 
City. 'When a man is late for a train he just slaps ~ 
himself on the leg wit-h his newspaper to express his I 
feelings,' he says, 'but many a woman gets so emotiona 
that she's just as apt to slap the gateman on the head 
with her pocketbook.'* 
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[ Exercises in Inferences and Interpretation! 
I 
I 
I 
The following select ions tell- you something about differ-
ent subjects. Read the selections carefully and decide which 
one statement out of the set of three that follow the selec-
tion best interprets the meaning. - Place your answers on the 
iine preceding the statement. The first one has been done for 
I you. 
The man of emotional health and well-being is a man 
of faith~ He can scarcely be otherwise~ For the kind 
of experience he has had-- the very_kind out of which 
his health has been made ~- leads him to expect that 
more of the same kind can be had: b¥ him_ and by others; 
in known and as yet unknown ways. This is not to say 
that all the things he_has experience~:have been benign. 
He has oft en witnessed -- and been subject to -- irra-
tionality in action. 'He has witnessed -- and been sub-ject to -- many separ'ate events which, in terms of com-
mon sense, he would call senseless; and many forces, 
human and otherwise, which he would call blind. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Yet the vital secret of his life remains the fact 
that he has experienced_meaning. This experience of 
meaning -- or better, of .many successful meanings --
is the raw material of his emotional health. Emotion-
al illhealth,. wherever it exists, reports a shortage 
of the experience of meanings. It reports the fact 
that a human being has awakened day after day, and 
often year after year, to face the painful necessity 
of acting within situations where he has never got on 
to the hang of things and_ where he nonetheless is 
judged, and also· judges himself, by what he does. The 
~y: healthy person has grown into health pre-
cisely because he has found out, in a reasonable range 
of situations, what leads to what. He has further 
found out how to relate his own capacities to a system 
of life in which one thing thus leads to another: 
leads to another. endlessly and often mysteriously, but 
not in a way so altogether haphaphazard as to make it 
impossible to form rational judgments, expectations, and 
behavior-patterns.* 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
SAMPLE 
a. The person who knows what he wants in life is 
emotionally mature. 
b. 
c. 
Emotional stability depends largely on being 
open-minded to different situations. 
The emotionally ill-person has not had the experi-~ 
ence of meanings which is the secret of emotional 
well being. I 
a. The man of ·emotional ill-health probably spends 
most of his time day dreaming. 
b. Part of the success of the emotionally healthy 
person is the fact that he has faced different 
situations in· life which he has learned to handle. 
c. The emotionally heal thy person remains well bal-
anced in any situation. 
a. Trials and errors are a part of life for the man 
of emotional health as well as the man of emo-
tional ill-health~ 
b. The man of emotional ill-health is constantly 
facing trial and error situations in life. 
c. There would be fewer men of emotional ill-health 
if they would use common sense. 
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1 Exercises in Inferences and Interpretations: 
I 
I II 
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I' I 
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2. Since the close of the first World War~ international 
diplomacy has been dominated -- or at least heavily 
influenced-- by what might be called 'The American 
Method.,. It has-almost completely replaced the Old 
Diplomacy --:- the French Method~ .. which was origi-
nated by Richelieu and adopted by all European 
couptries during t.he three centuries that pre-
ceded;J .. 919.. Yet it would hardly be accurc;~.te to 
speak of a New Diplomacy.... I prefer --:- since the 
Americans have not yet discovered their own for-
mula -- to call it •The Transition between the 
Old Diplomacy and the New.• The French Method 
••• was be~t adapted to the conduct of re~ations 
between civilized states. It was courteous and 
dignified; it was continuous and graduali it at-
tached .importance to knowledge and experlence; 
it took account of the realities of existing 
power; and it defined good faith, lucidity, and 
precision as the qualities essential to any 
sound negotiation .. 
The French system possessed the great merit of 
creating a centralized authority for the forma-
tion of foreign policy and a professional ser-
vice of experts through whom that policy could 
be carried out. The misfortune of the American 
system is that no foreigner (and few Americans) 
can quite be positive at any given moment who it 
is who possesses the first word and who the last. 
Although the Americans in recent years have been 
in process of creating an admirable service of 
professional diplomats, these experts do not yet 
possess the necessary influence with their own 
government or public.* 
*From "The Faults of American Diplomacy,H by Harold Nicholson, 
HARPER'S MAGAZINE, January, 1955, pp. 52-58. 
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Ill. 
I 
I 
-~ 
ii~;l~~!~~r a~~fers to the American method in International ,
1 a~ Old Diplomacy in new dxess 
o. Disgue:rting 
c. A change-between Old Diplomacy and the New 
Diplomacy 
d. Well defined policies 
2. The author's attitude toward French Diplomacy of the past 
is: 
a. Well pleased 
b. Regretful 
c. Void of feeling 
d. Not well stated 
According to the author the chief fault of the American 
system of Diplomacy is! 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
Too many leaders 
Lack of central authoxity fox final woxd 
Highly domineering 
No harmony between the Amexican people and 
diplomats 
II 
I 
Exercises in Inferences and Interpretation: 
3. Many names have been--given to· our own ~ra _.;._ the 
Age of Flight~ the Atomic Age~ the .Age of Anxiety~ U and others -- but to students of family life, there 
is another one more appropriate than any of these. 
It is! the Age of the Decline and_ Fall of Father~ 
Nowhere is thisfall mqre clearly pointed out than in 
our entertainme:at medium, which routinely shows · -
Father as a foolish fifth wheel in the family group~ 
an~ a loud-voiced windbag easily defeated by those 
he tries to dominate at home. . Scarcely a ntght 
passes, for instance~ on whi9h you carinot see family 
life portrayed on TV in terms of the quiet triumph 
of the mother and children over the father. •Life 
with Father' shows the family of decades earlier~ 
already in the process of.whittling him down. In 
the full-blown 1955 for.m~ exemplified by "Life of 
Riley,' 'The Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet~• 
'Father Knows Best,' 'Make Room for Daddy,' and 
numerous others, it is made clear that the modern 
father is an overgrown adolescent, a boob, and a 
nitwit, who is no match at all for the rest of his 
family. 
Comic strips have long peddled the same portrait 
of Father. In one of the most famous and widely 
read, 'Blondie 1 Dagwood Bumstead is the archtypical 
twentieth century homeowner and father. A lazy, 
good natured fellow, he is always late, usually con-
fused, and at a loss to co~e with dogs, children, 
and the boss. Indeed, the Bumstead family exists 
and prospers only because of Blondie's skill and 
good management. Many other comic strips and a 
whole libraryful of film scripts, novels, plays, and 
short stories follow a similar pattern. Nor are 
they absurd; they merely present in heightened and 
·exaggerated form the essential truth: we live in 
the era of Father 1 s fall from power and prestige. In 
our time, according to the detailed findings of half 
a dozen research centers in family life, the female 
and mother has been attaining an unprecedented peak of 
honor and power. The male and father has been corres-
pondingly demoted. Once the Lord of the household., 
fount of wisdom, and dispenser of justice; he has 
shriveled to a mere financial accessory of the home --
~ a profitable boarded guest, who eats dinner and goes to
1 sleep in the home, ppaying hanclsomely for the privilege, I 
and who. otherwise is unessential to, and often upsets, 
the whole routine of family living.* 
I *]'rom 11 The Decline and Fall of the American Father, 11 by Morton I 
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This article implies that: 
a. we live in an age of_ total confusion. 
I' ,I 
ji 
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b. 
c. 
television. is the source _of many fcunily quarrels 
family situations-as witnessed' through. some I 
forms of mass media are in line with many real j 
life situations~ · 
d. fathers on television programs and in comic 
st:rips are guided by the apron strings of 
mothers. 
Apparently the writer is! 
a. leading a one man crusade against family pro-
grams presented on television. 
b. comparing the status of fathers today with 
the status of fathers 25 years ago. 
c. letting the readers know how much he dislikes 
comic strips. 
I 
I 
jl 
I 
d. I ~epicting some of the circumstances which place I 
fathers in subordinate family positions. 
The writer probably referred to the findings of the re-
search centers to: 
a. prejudice the readers 
b. give imp~tus to his central point 
c. add a sense of humo:r to the article 
d. warn fathers to take more responsibilities 
in their homes. 
I 
I 
II 
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4. The great problem today is how so much public ;in-
sanity can come from so much private 1:3anity. _Why 
~· do the sobriety ~d competence which so many ex-
·""· hibit in their individual workaday liv~s -:--:-:- the 
housewife who plans her meals like a trained di-
etitian, the f?aseball fan who uses statistics so 
expertly in making predictions :-- why d9 l?Uch . 
traits not show.themselves in the group and civic 
behavior of the same people_? If collective irra-
1 tionality does not come from unbalanced indivi-
duals, where does it come from? ··It comes •.. from 
something in the way our lives are socially or-
ganized. In the course of their daily round most 
people work out a set of precepts and rules, ex-
pectations of what is normal, and techniques for 
doing what they want to do, which go by the name 
of 'common sense.' This common sense is the dis-
tillation of ordinary experience. It is frequent-
ly vague and inarticulate; it is sometimes incon-
sistent. But as a vehicle for getting men and 
women through the daily run of things, from their 
homes to their jobs to their personal relations, 
it is their main support in life. It is comfort-
able, it can be used almost intuitively, and so 
long as it stays in the area for which it was 
built it fits most needs. Common sense, moreover, 
is not just a collection of cold ideas. It car-
ries with it all the comfort of the familiar, the 
pleasures of home and hearth, the warmth of family 
and native idiom. It is associated with most of 
the things that are intimate and precious -- with 
our most permanent commitments. As a result, we 
do not like to give it up. We prefer to use it 
even when it does not fit.* 
*From 11 Are We Really Crazy? _,n by Charles Frankel, Il.ARPER' S 
MAGAZINE, June, 1955, pp. 66-70. 
I' 
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Fxom the last line of this axticle we may in.fex t~at: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
we txy to apply plain oxdinaxy common-sense to 
pxoblems ~hich xequixe more seJ;ious thinki!fg. 
we have not txained ouxselves to think beyond 
~he 11common-sense1! ~rtage. 
we go through many ~tials and erxoxs before 
solvi~g complex problems. 
As used in this axticle the texm 11 socially oxganized11 most 
nearly refers to! 
a. group thinking 
b. common-sense 
c. civic behavior 
In this article the writer upholds that: 
a. mass insanity is not as prevalent as some 
people believe it to be. 
I 
t 
b. 
I 
common-:sense is more or less used and taken Ji 
for granted in many of our evexyday experiences. i 
I 
c. common-sense can be improved by training. I 
I 
I 
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5. 
in Inferences and Interpretation! 
Plain inability to read has been spo:t_li:ghted as a 
cause of. juvenile delinquency in Ne'Y York Oi ty_ and 
the Board of Education there is determined to do 
something worth· while· about it-. _·Beginning next· 
year~ the publ~c schools will reverse.a_policy of 
virtual automatic promotion as far as reading pro-
gress goes. Pupils who are retarded two. years in 
reading in the elementary grades will be 'l~ft 
back.' We believe the decision, a hard one to 
make~ is nevertheless a wise one. A child re-
tarded in reading loses contact with his class, 
feels himself an outcast~ comes a tr~ant and~ too 
often~ a delinquent. And that is as true in Bos-
ton and all other cities as it is in New York. 
The teaching of reading to these children must be 
intensified not only in the schols but in the 
homes as well, and with the full co-operation of 
parents and teachers. 
If we may say so~ many boys and girls learn read-
ing through the comic pages of the Record-American 
and Sunday Advertiser. These comics are clean, 
interesting, adventurous and humorous. They af-
ford a strong stimulus fo:r a child to read as well 
as see the story. Spending an hour reading the 
comics with the children may cause a mother or 
father to lose a little television -- a very ques-
tionable loss -- but it will be time extremely 
well spent .. * 
li-----
'1 *From "0hildren Who 
1 May 13~ 1955 .. 
Oan' t Read:. 11 BOSTON EVENING AMERIOAN, 
1 
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The first paragraph of this selection indicates that the 
ability to read in elementary school is an important fac-
tor in: 
a. understanding the mental growth of students. 
b. combating crime in New York City. 
c. determining the promotion of students. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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2. · The writer probably used the expression na very question-
able loss11 to indicate that; 
a. watching television is not as important as 
teaching children to read the comics. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
parents spend too much time watching television. 
parents should spend more time teaching child-
ren to :read and ~ess time watching television.· 
children should not watch television until they 
have studied their home work. 
I 
I 
I 
,, 
If parents followed the advice offe:red in the second 
graph, 
para-j 
I 
a. 
b. 
c. 
there would be few retarded readers. 
the sales of this particular newspaper would 
probably increase. 
teachers would have to spend less time in 
teaching students how to read. 
I! 
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6. 
in Inferences and Interpxetation: 
A passion fox study filled the century of the Golden 
Age. In Spain, thixty-foux univexsi ties were at 
woxk and othexs were founded in the New World with-
. ·' . in a few years of the conquest. The German Jacob 
Cromberger and his sons. established theix printing 
house at Seville in 1500, xeading became an indis-
pensable part of living, and all because a compli-
cated machine held togethex many rows of reversed 
little metal letters and pressed them into damp 
papex, again and again, until many copies of the 
same woxds and ideas wexe at hand. Because her 
language went everywhere with Spain's power, prin-
texs in Italy, France, the Nethexlands and the In-
dies pxinted books in Spanish. 
Everything found its way into pxint, even the bal-
lads that previously passed through generations by 
word of mouth. People made them up in inns and on 
travels and marching in wars, telling dxoll stoxies 
or love stories or wicked scandals, and the rude 
narratives were sung wherevex somebody had an in-
strument to pluck. Seeing how such efforts looked 
in print, men of letters began to write ballads in 
the style of the old popular ones, that had gone 
always changing as one man's memoxy revised the 
residue of another's. The new poetic ballads sang 
of the couxts of chivalxy; imaginary histoxies that 
revealed Spanish ideals of noble kingship, knightly 
valor, reverence fox womanhood and death to monsters. 
! 
I 
II 
jl 
I 
True histories were also written in xhyme, long 
I
' chronicles of heroes. as when Captain Pexez de Villa- 11 I gra, the alumnus-. of~ the University of Salamanca, sat I, 
1 down to write the histoxy of Onate• s first year on 1 
j the Rio del Norte, he wrote it in hexoic vexse. The 1 
• Spahish world grew not only in range but also in , 
!'.!
. meaning as the people saw its likeness ·in all that J 
was made by writers and axtists.* 
,I I' . 
li 
II I 
I! ,I 
j! *From GREAT RIVER; THE RIO GRANDE IN NORTH AMERICAN HISTORY, j'l 
~1·1, Vol. I, by Paul H0rgan~ Rinehard and Co .. , Inc., New York, 1964, ! 
1 
pp. 1s7-1ss. 11 
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This passage gives a vivi~ account of~ 
a. the coming of printing houses during the 
Golden Ages~ 
b. the xise of learning during the Golden Ages 
in Spain~ 
c. how people composed poems during the Golden 
Ages .. 
Apparently the old popular ballads prior to the Golden 
Ages in Spain had been composed by! 
a. men of letters~ 
b. ~educated men. 
c. noble kings. 
The writer makes it clear that much of the culture of 
Spain during the Golden Ages was preserved by: 
a. word of mouth. 
b. prose writing. 
c. poetry. I 
II 
II 
II 
I 
I 
II 
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Two-Valued Thinking and Arguments: To the students 
Two-valued thinking appears frequently in our lives when-
ever there is. a decision to be made. Often heated arguments 
arise between two individuals. One tries to "prove11 why his 
side of the argument is better; his opponent is equally sure 
he is right. Such argun1ents are bound to appear in our language 
since no two people think exactly the same way. You can improve 
your ability to make decisions when such arguments arise if you 
would consider whether the point offered by the other fellow 
I 
really helps .solve the problem. 
The exercises which follow are statements about a problem. 
Read the exercises and write in your own words the problem. Try 
~
I 
Ito decide which statements are helpful and which ones are not 
helpful to you in arriving at a decision concerning the problem. 
Place a check in the column marked 11 Helpful 11 if you think the 
statement would help you make a decision on the problem. Place 
Ia check in the column marked 11 Not Helpfu111 if the statement 
rould not ht?lP you. Place a check in the column marked "unde-
ridedn if you feel that there is not enough information concern-
[ng the problem. Be prepared to give a reason in class discus-
~ion for your choice. 
I 
II 
See Sample on next page. 
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SAMPLE 
Students in high school who cannot read well enough 
to keep up with their classmates should receive 
special training in reading even if it means remain-
ing in high school an extra year. 
Problems: Should high school students who need help 
in reading receive this help before 
graduating? 
( ) Hel-pful ( ) Not Helpful ( ) Undecided 
68 
Two-Valued Thinking and A:rgurp.ents! 
1. Commercials on t elevi ~ion are ve:ry ar?.noying and· sho~ld 
be eliminated. Since it is necessary that someone pay 
fo:r the prog:rams enjoyed by millions, the:re•s no :rea-
son why the sponsors of programs shouldn't have some-
thing to say fo:r their money. 
The P:roblem:------------------------~------------------
( ) Helpful ( ) Not Helpful ( ) Undecided . 
2. The Supreme Courtts decision to abolish school seg;e~ 
·_ gation has caused considerable discussion~ Some . . 
people favor the Court 1 s decision, some a:re apathetic, 
and some a:re against it. Frankly speaking, the Cou:rt•s 
decision could be put into action if so many of the 
adults would leave the whole affair to the students 
di:rectly involved. 
The P:roblem: 
--------------------------------------------
( ) Helpful ( ) Not Helpful ( ) Undecided 
3. Hollywood in the past few yea:rs, realizing that tele-
vision had taken many of its patrons, deluged the pub-
lic with Cinemascope, 3-D, Vista-Vision, Wide-Sc:reen, 
etc. Regardless of such 11 scopes, 11 the best way to 
maintain an inte:rested public in movies is th:rough 
good, down to earth sto:ries, as was evidenced in such 
"non-scope 11 films as 11 Caine Mutiny, 11 "From He:re to 
Ete:rnity,H and 11 0n the Waterfront." 
The P:ro b lem : 
--------------------------------------------
( ) Helpful ( ) Not Helpful ( ) Undecided 
4. Some foreign students wish to :remain in the United 
States afte:r completing their college wo:rk, but have 
to go through so much :red tape with the United States' 
Immigration Department. The laws governing visa 
pe:riods fo:r foreign students should be :repealed. 
5. 
The Problem: 
--------------------------------------------
( ) Helpful ( ·).Not Helpful (. ) Undecided 
In the summers of 1952, 1953, 1954 a g:roup of American 
college students made good-will visits to India with 
the financial aid of a wealthy foundation. These face-
to-face discussions with o:rdinary American citizens 
cleared up many of the doubts some Indians held about 
69 
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Americans. Since the trips WeTe so successful~_ for--
the good of America as a whole-,· the United States 
Government should provide future travelling funds for 
such groups. ' 
'The Problem: 
---------------------------------------------11 
( ) Helpful ( ) Not Helpful ( ) Undecided 
6. Mre & Mrs. Johnson have fourteen children ranging in 
age from two to nineteen. Mr. Johnson is a $75 a week 
mechanic who is often laid off the job when work is 
slow. Mr. & Mrs. Smith who are Mrs. Johnson's brother 
and sister-in~law with a steady income have no child-
ren· and wish to adopt two of the Johnson's younger' 
children. Since the two children will probably have a 
better chance of leading a successful life with the 
Smiths, Mr. and Mrs• Johnson should consent to the 
adoption. 
~h$ Er,oblem: 
---------------------------------------------
( ) Helpful ( ) Not Helpful ( ) Undecided 
7. Labor leader$ should not worry so much over the coming 
of Automation-(the process through which machines per-
form a large amount of work). Certainly men will still 
be needed to operate the machines, store goods, move 
products, etc. Machines can't do everything. 
The Problem: 
---------------------------------------------
( ) Helpful ( ) Not Helpful ( ) Undecided 
8 •. Young men of drai't age who show evidence that they can 
benefit their country by not going· into a branch of 
the Ar-med Forces should not be drafted,.even if veteran! 
in the National Guard and Reserves are called to active 
.duty again. 
The Problem: 
---------------------------------------------
( ) Helpful ( ) Not Helpful ( ) Undecided 
70 
9. So often in some classes students who make seve:ral 
cont:ributions du:ring class discussion are graded on 
the number of contributions made. In the same type 
of classes students who make fewer cont:ributions a:re 
g:raded lower. Teache:r s should devise some ma:rking · 
system that will grade students in :respect to thei:r 
individual g:rowth instead of g:rading in competition 
with other students. 
The Problem:--------------------------------------------~1 
( ) Helpful ( ) Not Helpful ( ) Undecided 
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Exercises. in Abstra9tion: 
Finding,· referents to Higher Abstxactions! To the students 
I 
I 
.I 
· .By now you probably .know that abstraction is. simply a big I 
Let 1 s see what we can do with~~ term that carries a simple idea. 
another sample of abstraction, by using the words 11 .book, 11 I 
"honesty,n and 11 honest. 11 If someone should say:~ 11 Sue has a 
I 
book" there is little dolil.bt that you will understand the state- ,I 
ment. If Sue is nearby, the word "book11 points to an object 
you can see. On the other.hand, if someone should say, 11 She 
is honest, II or "Honesty is the best policy11 the chances fox 
misunderstanding are greater. Even though you probably share 
a common view with many other people on the meaning of the 
words, Jihonest, 11 "honesty," they are what we call "abstxact 11 
II 
terms and therefore their referents (things they point to) are 
1
J not always as easily agreed upon as the referents pointed to 
II 
by "book," llpaper," and nblackboard. 11 
I! 
II 
I 
I 
Point to remember: 
uloyalty," often oarxy emotional appeals which fxequently cause 
you to ask, "Now, just what are you referring to? 11 Woxds like 
If book, n "paper, II lfblackboard, II can be observed, thus decreasing 
! 
I the chances for misunderstanding. 
Exercises in Abstr~ctions: 
Finding referents to higher abstractions 
Exercise_#ll 
Apply the following terms to events in the outside wor~d. 
Go down the abstraction ladder to ref.ere~ts these things may 
point to. Try not to substitute a synonym for the abstraction. 
Example, in number 3 do not put an easy synonym like 11 prettyll 
In other words your answer should point to an example of the 
abstraction. Place your answer on the line after each term and 
[be prepared to sha~e your selection in class discussion. 
' ' 
SAMPLE: Leadership J student council wbiro helps solve 
many problems of student body. 
1. Typical co-ed~----------------------------------------
2. The American way 
------------------------------------------
3. Beauty __________________________________________________ _ 
4. Civil Liberties----------------------~-------------------
5. Security ________________________________________________ ___ 
6. Justice----------------------------------------------~----
7. Romanticism~----------------------------------------------
8. Politics, ________________________________________________ _ 
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I Exercises in_Abstraction: 
6. Here are some. longer exercises. Analyze_ them. in 
,I 
II 
I 
terms of levels of abstraction and write a one paragraph ao-
count of abstraction. The first exercise has been done for 
you as a sample. 
I 
,! SAMPLE EXERCISE 11 
I 
I 
l. Pe:rhaps the most unappreciated of all the thousands I 
of items of war material captu:red by the Allied fo:r- j 
ces in World War II was a colorless fluid identified 1
1
, 
by the Ge:rmans as t 0-STOFF~ 1 which made its first 
1 
appea:ranoe in the g:reat U.S. Army Air Force :research i 
center at Wright Field·late in 1945. It a:rrived in l 
seven or eight Ge:rman :railroad tank oars lined with i 
vinylite o:r aluminum. They had been disoove:red on j 
a t:raok running alongside the Messerschmidt take-off , 
field in Germany where the World's first :rocket air- I 
c:raft were launched. I 
t 0-STOFF,' the AllieS' knew:~ was the planes' sec:ret 1 
rocket fuel. But it turned out to be much mo:re than ! 
that~ and it has since made chemical hSsto:ry. On 11 
analysis, it was found to be a mixtu:re of alcohol:~ 'II 
water, a copper salt (potassium cup:rocyanide)~ and I 
a chemical called hyd:razine. The key ingredient, 11 
hyd:razine, produced the power that made the rocket II 
planes possible. And hydrazine is the compound 11 
which at present p:romises to become the most :remark- j 
able chemical of the decade. 
More than two thousand othe:r new ohemi oals -- many ji 
of them perfo:rming tasks that no known materials ever j 
j did before -- have already been created from hydrazine~l 
1
!, They serve fields as fa:r apart as internal medicine !I 
. and cotton growing, oolo:r photography and the manu- 1 
•' facture of industrial detergents, steamboiler opera- l 
1
11
1
i.· tion and poultry raising. In addition, hydrazine has I 
proved to have greater potentialities as a super-fuel i 
.
1
.
1
 than anyone originally imagined. In fact, as one I 
1
·,: authority put it, tIt looks now as though if man eve:r I 
tf gets to the moon, it will not be atomic fuels but 
i! hydrazine which will powe:r the space ship. t 
I! Superficially hydrazine resembles wate:r with a slight I 
ii smell of ammonia. It has about the same density as ·I' 
i! water, boils and freezes at about the same temperatu:re, 
!I and mixes with water as readily as water itself.* I 
li *F:rom 11 Hydrazine, 11 by Lester 0. Walker, HARPER'S MAGAZINE, I 
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SAMPLE ANALYSIS OF TEE ARTIOLE ON 11 HYDRAZINE" I 
The author starts with general background information I 
v 
I 
I 
II 
II 
H 
" 
concerning 11 C~STOFF. 11 The second. sentence is also genel'al I 
and tells more about where the Allied Forces first found 
"O~STOFF.'i Thus far the author hasnot-mentioned the name 
rihydraiine. 11 At this level the writin~~-so fa~ as telling 
you something specific about the subject, is at a high level 
of abstraction. This does not mean that the reading material 
cannot be understood, rather you have no known referent of 
the subject. As you look at the abstraction ladder, the in-
formation given so far is near the top. The first three sen-
tences (second paragraph) takes a dip down the ladder. Some-
thing specific (11mixtur e of alchohol, water, copper salt, and 
a chemical called t'hydrazine'i) is mentioned. The key. word is 
now "hydrazine. n 
After more explanations, the author goes still further 
down the abstraction ladder to specific uses of chemicals 
created from hydrazine, that is, "internal medicine, cotton 
growing, color photography, manufacture of industrial dater-
gents, poultry raising, etc.·'l At this point you do not know 
whether or not other authorities Will agree with the authority i 
that states, 11 if man ever gets to the moon, it looks as though II 
hydrazine will power the space ship. 11 You do know that hydra-
zine is a chemical that serves many purposes. The comparison i 
1, of hydrazine to wate:r, in appearance, brings you closer down . 
the abstraction ladder. In total, the writer makes good use ofi 
all levels of abstraction. I 
==--=-=·· ---
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1\ Exerc~ses in Al;:lstraction ( cont 1 d) li 
ll Now that you have seen a sample' analysis of a passage> in I 
ji terms of levels of abstraction_, analyze the following passeges. 
t! I e 
11 
EXERCISE 12 1 
1!, II! 
1
\, 2. Last December_, in his presidential address to the an-
nual convention of the CIO_, Walter. Reuther introduced 
J an ungainly technical term into the headlines. He 
11 spoke of the coming 1 Automation Revolution. t · Automa~ 
1
1 tion, Reuther declared_, is not in the future; it is 
I already here. 
II,. Though the general public' had not heard a great deal o 1 Automation' before, Reuther of course was not the 
\
1
1
1 first to interest himself in either the word or the 
11 thing it stands for. The word was coined all of ten 
1
1:, years ago -~ by Del Harder, Ford's manufacturing vice- , 
pres~den.t -:--and des:pite its ugliness is now firmly es-llj 
I
I!, tabl~shed ~n the bus~ness language. For the past three· 
or four years, in factJ 1Automation 1 has become one of I 
1
1
!
1 
the most popula:r subjects of discussion at management 
" association meetings; whole thrE)e-day sessions are some! 
li times devoted to this single topic. Two flou:rishing 
II technical magazines deal with nothing else, in addition\ ,I to a substantial number of books on 'Automation.' I 
lj There can be no doubt that Reuthe:r was entirely right I 
11 in his main assertion: Automation is not just in the · 
IIi future; it is here. And there is just as little doubt 
ll
l'i that it represents a major economic and technological 
change, a change as great as Henry Ford ushered in with' 
I the first mass-p:roduction plant fifty yea:rs agol Auto-!. 
\J mation is the technological revolution of the second I 
, half of the twentieth centu:ry, just as mass p:roduction II 
I' was of the fi:rst half. Its impact may be equally great>1 
1 
and may come faster. II 
1
\l Examples of Automation at wo:rk abound. A modern oil re-
1
, 
finery is a pretty good one; and so is the pipeline I 
II system through which c:rude oil flows from Texas) guidedl1 
I' by electronic impulses sent out all over the country I 
1
1. from one control cente:r. The way checks are clea:red to-ll\ 
day in one of the big New York banks is a good example_, I 
J
1l too; and so is the system by which large insurance com-1 
'jl panies sent out premium notices to millions of policy- 1 
holders. A telephone dial exchange is another example; ! 
'I and so is the machine that :registers the time of a lon~ 
~ 1 distance call, computes the cost, and puts the amount o~ 
1 the oustome:r 1 s bill. Ford has an engine facto:ry in I' 
i Cleveland which comes ve:ry close to Automation; and the! 
li Sears Roebuck mailorder plants, though the:re is very 11 
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little machinery in them_, are organized on a system 
which remarkably resembles Automation~* 
'i*From 11 The 
II MAGAZINE-' 
Promises of Automation_, 11 liy Peter Drucker_, RARPERtS 
April, 1955. I' 
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~~ Exe:rcises in Abst:raction ( cont t d) 
. I 
\ 3. Scientists are struggling with the greatest unsolved iJ 
I
I problem of the dawning age of atomic po. wer:__ how to dis-
1
.
1 1 pose safely of the vas~ flood of lethal waste p:roducts 
i! which the plants will turn out if even. a fraction of 11 
II the world's powe:r is produced by nuclear ene:rgy. Like I 
11 the coal fu:rnace which it may supplant, the nuclea:r :re-
1 
11 actor produces 1 ashes' which must be removed pe:riodi- I 
li cally ~ Bu~ with la:rge scale atomic power these 1 ashes 1 I 
1! would be the most dange:rous industrial waste ever knownl
1 !! to man. The millions of gallons of debris thus far \' 
II produced in the weapons facto:ries of the Atomic Energy 1 
1: Commission have al:ready become an expensive headache. 1 
I
I The AEC has been sto:ring the stuff in steel tanks in. l_ 
! :remote~ fenced areas at costs as high as $2 a gallon. 1 l These tanks must be constantly checked for leaks~ and ,I I neighbo:ring soil, water and ai:r pe:riodicall.y tested fo:rl 
1 any increase ·tn :radioactivity. With a greatly enlarged 
1 
:l atomic industry ahead, huge tonnages of waste will ac- I 
li cumulate eve:ry yea:r. How dangerous -will it be? The I 
i! :residual waste is composed partly of 1hot atoms• which 
jl silently and invisibly bombard their E?nvirons with de- : 
11 structi ve nuclear particles and penetrating rays. Each I 
'
'! variety of these :radioactive atoms has a built-in time I 
11 
clock set by nature to run down ·at a fixed rate. As a i 
li measure of this decay process, scientists use the term 11
1 
'il!. 
1 halti-life! -- the time required for half of a given I 
number of radioactive atoms of one species to disinte- jl 
1
·.
11 
grate. Half lives range from a fraction of a second to I 
millions of years -- and man cannot alter the schedule 1 
1\;. any more than he can halt the sun's rays. J 
Exposed to enough radiation from this waste, plant and 1 
j animal life can be maimed:~ ste:rili zed or killed, as it , 
I can by high dosages of X-rays or radium emanations. I 
li The hot atoms cannot be destroyed by ordinary SJhemical I· 
•
1 
means. If buried loose~ they may ente:r ground wate:r . 
1
:
1
:, and find their way into the boCiies of plants, animals I 
and people. But they can be caged until their time l1 
'j\ clocks have :run down to a point whe:re the atoms can do 1\il 
I
I no harm -- so the caging had better be good fo:r seven , 
or eight centuries. 11 
lj ••• Some scientists protest that we shouldn't call this q 
jl stuff waste -- that it 1 s actually 1 canned energy' which jl 
11 we may take decades to learn how to harness.. One sci- I 
1\ entist has figu:red out that if Y.ou had an 11-foot cube I 
~ li of solid fission products under your house, it would : 
. . !I heat the house indefinitely. He doesn't recommend the i 
Iii scheme -- but it suggests more practical jobs. Expert s 1! 
• 1 are working on a number of possible uses for the fis-:J·'I ll sion products. The most dramatic is the sterilization ! 
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lj of foods so that they will keep inde.fini tely. SOine i 
1 plastics have been ir:radi~ted to give them more heat j 
! resistance, and the Standa:rd Oil Oo. ifj t es~ing_ radia- I 
'l tion to speed pet:roleum-refining processes .. 
I What ever uses may_be evolve'd for the waste, the I' problem of 'ultimate' disposal will still r~main \ 
I
I the atomic. time clock .. s. cann. ot be hur. :ried.. Scientists 11
1 hope, howev~r, that they can make eno~gh money out of 
II i the various uses to pay for proper burial. The whole l''l.· 
!1 future of nuclear po~er may depend upon it. * 
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II I ~ I ll *From "Atomic Power 1 s Biggest Dilemma, n by Harland Manchest e:r, I! l! READER'S DIGEST, May.., 1956) pp. 121-124. 11 
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EVALUATION 
Evaluation cannot be stated by summing up 11 correct" and 
"incorrect" answers to the exercises. II So much of the material ·I 
II I, in semantics reguires 11 subjective 11 answers -- answers which 
are given from personal points of view. The "Classroom Pre-
sentation 11 material can probably best be used in a "workshop 
discussion" manner. There is no very reliable means of meas-
Jj 
I 
! 
jl 
II 
This is one of the reasons 1l 
11 
uring attitudes and appreciations. 
semantics, as a separate subject, has not foUl~d a definite 'I II II place in the high school classroom. :1 
The wxitten exexCises might also be used for discussion II 
purposes after the students have had a good introduction to the Ji 
!' 
I semantic principles, and after they have worked on them indi-
vidually. Lecturing to the students on the process of abstrac-
tion, two-valued thinking, etc., is not recommended by the 
writer in order to develop a semantic sensitivity to language. 
! ~ 1 As indicated in the sample analysis of the first long abstrac-
1 
l tion selection, there is a 11 wayn to analyze the process of ab-
11 
I' 
l
!l· stract ion in written material. However, if the students' 
analyses are not the same as the teacher's, then discussions 
i i will help them understand the process better than telling them i 
J! one trright 11 and 11 wrong 11 way. ' ~~ 
I! If growth can be seen in and out of the classroom, it willjl 
,: 
l come through the students 1 use of language in light of the jil 
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I 
ii o ow1ng ques 1ons: 
II I 1. Is there a lessening of the tendency to lump 
li 
people into groups for purposes of characteri- j 
zation? 
li ' I 
'!' 2. Do the students give consideration to the several I 
Il
l definitions of a word before choos~ng one?_ 
1
!
1 
li 3. Do the students show a consaiousness of details 
j\ left out~ that is_, remembering the etc. 
1 
1
1! 4. Do the students appreciate the importance of de- I 
11 layed :response? I 
I 
5. Do the students understand that language is a two-~ i'
way process? 
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SUGGESTED ANSWERS 
TO 
EXERCISES IN GENERAL SEMANTICS 
FOR SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
ABSTRACTIONS (Start reading from bottom up) 
(1) American (2) 
Army Hero 
hunger 
f'ood 
12 o'clock lunch 
(3) 
United Nations Genexal 
Douglas McArthur ham sandwich and tea 
(5) dancing 
competition 
sports 
EE!l!le 
I'OOtball 
(4) transportation 
vehicle 
automobile 
Latin American music 
mambo 
'49 Mercury 
(6) #4 highest level 
#2 even higher 
#1 higher 
#3 lowest 
mambo #5 
(7) #1 highest level 
#3 still higher 
#4 even higher 
#2 higher 
#5 lowewt 
(8) #5 highest-without qualification of any type 
#1 even higher than number 3 
#3 still higher 
#2 higher 
#4 lowest level 
(9) #2 highest 
#5 still higher 
#3 even higher 
#1 higher 
#4 lowest 
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SUGGESTED ANSWERS (cont 1 d) 
(10) The two characters do not reveal very much information to 
each other, but it is an interesting conversation which 
starts out talking about a particular object (the book) 
on the desk. The conversation moves from lower to higher 
order abstractions. Fewer and fewer details are given 
about the particular object as the conversation proceeds. 
Items similar in some degrees to the book are discussed~ 
As might be expected in a conversation of this nature, judgments and conclusions are present. If the terms in 
the conversation were listed in order~ one would get: (1) Power of Positive Thinkin,, (2) Power of Positive 
ThinKing for Young People, (3 best sellers, (4) reading 
conscious Americans, (5) publishers sense a hit, (6) 
"books, gateway to pleasure." 
EXERCISES IN FACTS, INFERENCES AND JUDGMENTS: 
1. 
2. 
5 .. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
rudgment-infexence 
act judgment 
fact judgment judgment 
fact 
fact 
9. judgment-inference 
10.. judgment 
11. judgment 
12. judgment-inference 
13. judgment 
14. judgment-inference 
15. fact 
16. judgment 
EXERCISES IN TWO-VALUED THINKING: 
1. There is enough evidence to show that two-valued thinking 
appears in this selection in qualified as well as unquali-
fied manner. The first line is unqualified. However, the 
next few lines make it clear that the selection is not as 
unqualified as the first line indicates. This is true be-
cause the findings of the survey are restricted to a cer-
tain number of people. We could go further and question 
the number of times the particular women and men in the 
survey are tolerant about the questions (public affairs, 
non-conformist children, adults, etc.) posed to them. The 
survey presents worthy information, particularly for the 
sponsors.. In order to obtain a more reliable evaluation 
who is "more tolerant" a great deal more attention to the 
relevancy of the situations different people face will have 
to be considered: Miss Johnsonrs reaction to the boy who 
breaks her window, Mr. Smith 1 s reaction to the new neigh-
bors in his community, etc. 
2. 
3. 
-\ o J :regrelJIU.L 
t b) lack of central authority for final word 
- ------------~-. ... 
(c) 
(d) 
(b) 
(a) 
(b) 
(b) 
family situations as witnessed through some forms of 
mass media are in line with many real life situations. 
depicting some of the circumstances which place fathers 
in subordinate famnly positions. 
give impetus to his central point 
we try to apply plain ordinary common-sense to problems 
which require more serious thinking. 
common-sense 
common-sense is more or less used and taken for 
granted in many of our everyday experiences. 
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SUGGESTED ANSWERS (cont 1 d) 
2. This is the type of situation in which two-valued thinking 
is bound to appear, and for a good reason. The article ap-
peals to our higher levels of feeling. The writer· is seek-
ing to promote the fight against cancer. Unless enough 
money is given toward the cause~ research cannot continue 
successfully. 
3. Two-valued thinking appears in this selection in a plain and 
humorous form. It is not the type of two~valued thinking 
that leads to anger or heated discussions. One reads the 
article~ laughs, and forgets it. 
4. Two-valued thinking is not outstanding in this article.. The 
writer and speaker (in quotes) make good use of multi-
valued orientation, thereby giving more chances of reaching 
some agreement with the enemy under discussion. One would 
probably be safe in relying upon both the speaker and the 
newspaper for accurate treatment of the articlets subject 
matter. 
5. This article is similar to articles 2 and 3 in that two~ 
valued thinking is present in an exaggerated form. · The dis-
criminating reader who reads such an article will realize 
that the answers to the subject, "Why Are Pe.ople Late? 11 
cannot be obtained as -easily as the article would have us 
believe they are. 
EXERCISES IN INFERENCES AND INTERPRETATION: 
2. 
i
c) change between Old Diplomacy and the New Diplomacy 
b) xegretful 
b) lack of oentxal authority for final word 
(c) 
(d) 
(b) 
(a) 
(b) 
(b) 
family situations as witnessed thxough some foxms of 
mass media are in line with many real life situations. 
depicting some of the circumstances which place fathers 
in subordinate famllly positions. 
give impetus to his central point 
we try to apply plain oxdinary common-sense to problems 
which require more serious thinking. 
common-sense 
common-sense is more or less used and taken for 
granted in many of our everyday experiences. 
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SUGGESTED ANSWERS (contrd) 
~ . 
I 4. (c) determining the promotion of students 
il (a) watching television is not as important as teaching 
children to read the comics 
I (b) the sales of this particular newspaper woihd probably 
II increase. 
I/ 5 ~b) the rise of learning during the Golden Ages in Spain 
I · b) un-educated men ,, b) prose writing 
tl TWo--VALUED THINKING AND ARGUMENTS: 
1. The problem: Should commercials on television be 
Helpful 
The problem: 
Undecided: 
• I 3 •. The problem: 
I Not Helpful 
( 
4. . The problem! 
I 
·II 
I I 5 •. 
Li 
Undecided: 
TJie pr,oblein: 
Not Helpful 
eliminated? 
How,should the Supreme Oourt 1 s decision on 
desegregating schools be put into action? 
not enough informati.on presented 
Should Hollywood be concerned with 11 new" 
methods rather than contents of stories in 
movie making? 
Should foreign students be allowed to remain 
in the United States after finishing their 
college work? 
not enough information presented 
Who should finance the good-will trips of 
American students to Asia? 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
I 
I 
\I 
I ,, 
!I 
I:  
:J 
:I 
The problem: Should the children be moved into a home il 
that can provide more security in the future? 1! 
·Not Helpful · 
The pro1?lem: 
,.: 
. jl_ • 
Helpful 
Will the coming of automation remove many 
people from their jobs? 
!I ,, 
il 
li 
!! 
II 
II 
I' ,I ) 
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SUGGESTED ANSWERS (cont 1 d) 
8. The problem: Should job classification determine draft 
exemption? 
Not Helpful 
The problem: Should students be marked on basis of indi-
vidual growth or in competition with other 
students? 
Helpful: In discussion teacher might add that different 
grading systems are used by different teachers 
and that a more Hreliable 11 system consists of 
grading students both in competition with other 
students and with themselves. 
ABSTRACTIONS 
11 .. 
1. typical coed; girl in knee socks, Bermuda shorts, 
cropped hair 
2. The American Way: ••.. baseball and ,Goca 0ola, Boston 
beans and frankfurters on Saturday 
3. beauty: •.•• New York's skyline after dark, a glance at 
rainbow when sun is shining 
4. civil libertie~:~··voting on state and national levels 
5. security: ••.• piece of land, money in the bank 
6. justice: •..• courtroom, judge_, 12 men and women - jury 
7. Romanticism: •••. poems by Wordsworth 
8. politics; •••. election time and promises 
Analysis of longer passages: 
1. The writer gives a detailed background of the word "automa-
tion" in the first two paragraphs. The third paragraph 
does not point to anything in the physical world in refer-
ence to automation, but does enlighten the reader of the 
possible effect automation will have in modern life. The 
fourth paragraph goes down the ladder to things in the 
physical world -- specific examples are mentioned which 
give the reader a 11 workable 11 knowledge of automation.· 
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SUGGESTED ANSWERS (cont1d) 
2. The beginning lines of this article would> in most cases> 
impress the reader as dead level abstracting: "atomic 
power, n "vast flood of lethal waste, tt ttnuclear energy, n 
etc., are terms which seem to be difficult reading. How-
ever, the author frequently 11 comes down to earth while dis-
cussing this technical subject, thus having an interplay 
between higher and lower levels of abstraction. The reader 
does not have to wonder very long over the meaning of 
''lethal waste, 11 "half lives," etc .. , because thewriterts 
use of descriptive language refers the terms to lower 
levels of abstractionv The author further makes this 
article 11 operationa1 11 by mentioning the predictions made by 
scientists and the possible effects the waste can have on 
human lives. Even with such interplay of different levels 
of abstractions, the reader should become aware of the fact 
that "everything" has not beeri said about Atomic power 1 s 
greatest dilemma. 
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